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Abstract

Precipitation microphysics in tropical cyclones (TCs) are often poorly represented in

numerical simulations, which ultimately affects TC structure, evolution, and predic-

tion. This provides a large incentive to better observe and understand the underlying

microphysical processes in TCs in order to improve precipitation forecasts and im-

prove warning operations. Recently, ground-based polarimetric radar observations

have been able to capture the evolution and structure of precipitation in landfalling

TCs in the United States, revealing numerous microphysical processes through the

investigation of vertical profiles of dual-polarization radar variables. While ground

radars are a useful tool for quantifying precipitation processes in TCs, they are unable

to sample precipitation when TCs are over the open ocean. Therefore when ground

radar networks are sparse or non-existent, space-borne radar can provide precipita-

tion retrievals of TCs at snapshots in time. This is particularly useful for monitoring

the evolution of precipitation in TCs prior to landfall. Specifically, this dissertation

investigates precipitation microphysics in TCs using the NASA Global Precipitation

Measurement (GPM) mission dual-frequency precipitation radar (DPR) on a global

scale, and is complimented by polarimetric ground radar observations, disdrometer

data, and reanalysis data when available.

xxi



1 Chapter 1: Introduction

This work seeks to address two major science questions and objectives that were listed

in the National Academy of Sciences Decadal Survey (2017). First, this dissertation

aims to quantify rates of precipitation and its phase worldwide at convective and

orographic scales in order to capture flash flooding events, particularly in tropical

cyclones (TCs) (science question H-1b). Further, the following research characterizes

microphysical processes and interactions of hydrometeors by measuring the precipi-

tation distribution and rate to within 5% (science question W-9a).

TCs play an important role in the Earth’s water cycle and radiation budget (e.g.,

Gray 1968; Franco-Dı́az et al. 2019; Smith and Toumi 2020) and are known to pro-

duce excessive precipitation when making landfall (e.g., Rappaport 2000; Brauer et al.

2020; Martinaitis et al. 2021). For this reason it is critical to not only understand

the drivers of heavy precipitation in TCs, but also the underlying precipitation mi-

crophysics and processes as these are key towards estimating rainfall at the surface

(e.g., Ulbrich and Atlas 2007; Carr et al. 2017; Porcacchia et al. 2019). Further, it

is known that microphysics are often poorly represented in numerical simulations of

TCs, therefore it is important to understand observations of precipitation in order to

improve microphysical parameterization schemes (Hristova-Veleva et al. 2021).

Recently, the WSR-88D network has been upgraded with polarimetric radar capa-

bilities which have been shown to be useful in cases of landfalling TCs as they provide

observations at a high temporal resolution and give insight into microphysical and

1



preciptiation processes (e.g., Didlake and Kumjian 2017a; Didlake Jr. and Kumjian

2018; Brauer et al. 2020; Laurencin et al. 2020a; Homeyer et al. 2021a). Further,

vertical profiles of polarimetric radar variables such as the horizontal radar reflec-

tivity factor (ZH) and differential reflectivity (ZDR) can be investigated by looking

at their vertical slopes to infer precipitation processes such as collision-coalescence

(CC), drop breakup, evaporation, and size-sorting in different portions of TCs (e.g.,

Carr et al. 2017; Porcacchia et al. 2019; Brauer et al. 2022). As ground radars have

limitations such as beam broadening with increasing range, coarse vertical sampling,

and the inability to sample TCs over the open ocean, the NASA Global Precipitation

Measurement (GPM) mission dual-frequency precipitation radar (DPR) is a useful

supplemental remote sensing platform that can be used to sample precipitation in

TCs.

The GPM DPR has the capability of sampling precipitation in TCs at snapshots

in time and in areas where ground radar and disdrometer networks are sparse or

non-existent (Hou et al. 2014; Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2017). Further, the DPR has

a vertical resolution of 250 meters, making it more useful for sampling the vertical

structure of precipitation compared to ground radars. For these reasons, the DPR is

a useful platform for analyzing precipitation processes in TCs on a global scale.

Broadly speaking, the hypothesis of this dissertation is that precipita-

tion and microphysical processes will vary in points in space and time in

TCs on the storm-scale in addition to the global scale. Further, ground

2



radar observations and space-borne radar retrievals will be capable of cap-

turing the evolution of cloud properties, which can be used to infer pre-

cipitation microphysical processes in TCs. This dissertation is structured

as follows:

• Chapter 2 (Brauer et al. 2021) of this dissertation discusses the inland main-

tenance and re-intensification of Tropical Storm Bill (2015) through ground radar

observations, GPM DPR retrievals, and reanalysis data to investigate primary pre-

cipitation microphysical processes and dynamics relating to TC structure such as

potential vorticity and vertical velocity. The underlying hypothesis was that precip-

itation processes such as CC and drop breakup were maintained as Bill

tracked over anomalously moist soils. This chapter is also the continuation of a

study (Wakefield et al. 2021) that investigated the role of surface fluxes and boundary

layer characteristics on the evolution of Tropical Storm Bill.

• Chapter 3 (Brauer et al. 2022) compares mobile ground radar observations, space-

borne radar retrievals, and disdrometer observations collected in Hurricane Laura

(2020) to quantify particle size distribution moments and precipitation processes at

various points in time and space throughout the storm. The primary hypothesis of

this study was that precipitation processes and microphysical footprints will

vary at different portions of the storm’s evolution and that there will be

differences between each remote sensing retrieval method.
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• In order to provide a robust analysis with a larger sample size, Chapter 4 involved

constructing a global database of GPM DPR retrievals of TCs from 2014-2020 and in-

vestigated how vertical slopes of Ku-band reflectivity (KuPR) vary by shear-relative

quadrant and distance from the storm center. Each distribution of KuPR profiles

were then partitioned into different TC ocean basins to determine how precipitation

and microphysical processes vary globally. Other features such as bright-band depth

and echo top height were also analyzed. This work hypothesized that inferred pre-

cipitation processes from slopes of vertical profiles of KuPR would vary by

TC shear-relative quadrants, radial distance from the storm center, and

by ocean basin due to global variability in total column integrated water

vapor and 850-200 mb wind shear.

2 Chapter 2: The Inland Maintenance and Re-

Intensification of Tropical Storm Bill (2015): Pre-

cipitation Microphysics

2.1 Introduction

Landfalling TCs can produce significant destruction and mortality, and have been

estimated to kill upwards of 500 million people since 1492 (Rappaport 2000). While
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damaging winds pose a threat to life and property near the TC landfall point, fresh-

water flooding can result in human fatalities hundreds of kilometers inland (e.g.,

Rappaport 2000; Jarrell et al. 2001). Thus, it is important to understand the charac-

teristics of excessive precipitation in landfalling TCs well away from coastal regions.

May and June 2015 produced unprecedented rainfall in portions of Oklahoma and

Texas, including an all-time high rainfall total of 594 mm for the month of May at the

Norman Mesonet site (e.g., Brock et al. 1995; McPherson et al. 2007; Duchon et al.

2017). As a result, catastrophic urban and river flooding occurred during this period

due to excessive precipitation, runoff, and saturated soils, resulting in 11 fatalities.

Tropical Storm Bill further contributed to the excessive precipitation event over the

region as it tracked over Texas and Southern Oklahoma in June 2015.

Previous studies (e.g., Clark and Arritt 1995; Lynn et al. 1998) have shown the

importance of soil moisture on generating deep convection through enhanced latent

heat fluxes which serves to increase boundary layer moisture. The influence of soil

moisture on local weather and climate extremes is most pronounced in continental

regions characterized by a transition zone from humid to drier climates (e.g., Guo et al.

2006; Koster et al. 2006), such as the Southern Great Plains (SGP). In this region,

evapotranspiration displays a greater sensitivity to changes in both soil moisture and

atmospheric demand (e.g., Guo et al. 2006; Koster et al. 2011; Wei et al. 2015).

The connection between these continental land-atmosphere feedbacks and TCs is not

entirely obvious at first. However, observations of TC re-intensification over land have
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recently given rise to the concept of the ”Brown Ocean Effect”, which hypothesizes

that anomalously moist soils can mimic an oceanic surface by providing fluxes of heat

and moisture to the TC (e.g., Emanuel et al. 2008; Andersen and Shepherd 2014a).

The first paper of this study (Wakefield et al. 2020) found that the brown ocean ef-

fect played a role in maintaining Tropical Storm Bill over land through above average

latent heat fluxes which increases total precipitable water and vertically integrated

relative humidity. The re-intensification of Tropical Storm Erin (2007) over Okla-

homa has been attributed to this particular phenomenon (e.g., Arndt et al. 2009;

Monteverdi and Edwards 2010; Evans et al. 2011; Kellner et al. 2011; Andersen

and Shepherd 2014a). Nair et al. (2019) recently attributed the historic flooding in

Louisiana associated with an unnamed tropical system to the ”Brown Ocean Effect”.

TC maintenance and/or re-intensification events, otherwise known as TCMI events,

have been observed globally (Andersen and Shepherd 2014a), and are typically asso-

ciated with above normal latent heat flux in the 3-weeks prior to the TC’s landfall.

Andersen and Shepherd (2014b) used a 900-600 mb thermal wind calculation to

categorize landfalling TCs after progressing inland as having a warm core, neutral

(hybrid), or cold core. From the 227 cases examined, 45 TCs were found to have re-

intensified over land, primarily due to large positive heat fluxes over a warm and moist

land surface. Other important factors that were found to be conducive to TCMI over

land are weak deep-layer wind shear and a lack of a horizontal temperature gradient.

While synoptic-scale features and land surface characteristics were found to dictate
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TCMIs over land (e.g., Andersen and Shepherd 2014a; Yoo et al. 2020), the micro-

physical precipitation processes remain to be explored in these events. Specifically,

the evolution and quantification of microphysical processes have yet to be systemat-

ically analyzed in cases of inland TC re-intensification or maintenance. Griffin et al.

(2014) performed an in-depth ground-based polarimetric radar analysis of Tropical

Storm Erin’s re-intensification over central Oklahoma. Didlake and Kumjian (2017b)

examined the interaction between storm asymmetries, vertical wind shear, and precip-

itation processes using polarimetric radar observations in Hurricane Arthur (2014),

and found that vertical profiles of ZH and ZDR in the downshear half of the eye-

wall exhibited signatures associated with collision-coalescence. Feng and Bell (2019)

performed a similar analysis in Hurricane Harvey (2017) and discussed size-sorting

signatures in the eyewall as the maximum in KDP and ZH remained downwind from

the maximum in ZDR. Polarimetric radar observations from the WSR-88D network

(Crum and Alberty 1993) provide additional insight into the evolution of precipita-

tion processes, and for example can be used to diagnose the extent of the low-echo

centroid, warm rain processes (i.e., collision-coalescence and drop breakup) that are

expected in a TC environment (e.g., Ryzhkov et al. 2005c; Vitale and Ryan 2013;

Kumjian and Prat 2014; Didlake and Kumjian 2017b).

Polarimetric radar observations at essentially unattenuated frequencies provide

physical insight into precipitation processes at a high temporal resolution (e.g., Medlin

et al. 2007; Didlake Jr. and Kumjian 2018), and can provide valuable insight into pre-
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cipitation microphysics and drop size distribution characteristics that can ultimately

improve the accuracy of quantitative precipitation estimation (e.g., Seliga and Bringi

1976; Herzegh and Jameson 1992; Zrnić and Ryzhkov 1996; Ryzhkov et al. 2005b;

Giangrande and Ryzhkov 2008; Cifelli et al. 2011). However, ground-radars are often

limited in sampling the vertical dimension that is critical for precipitation micro-

physics, due to discrete elevation angles and increasing beam elevation with range,

combined with beam broadening and non-uniform beam filling (Kirstetter et al. 2013).

Other limitations include calibration uncertainty (e.g., Gorgucci et al. 1992; Bechini

et al. 2008), the presence of mixed-phase precipitation (e.g., Gray et al. 2006; Kumjian

2013a), and partial beam filling (e.g., Ryzhkov 2007; Zhang et al. 2013). On the other

hand, satellite-based radars provide a more regular and a finer vertical sampling as

well as calibration stability, but they operate at attenuated frequencies. Thus, it is

useful to jointly examine ground-based radar observations and satellite-borne radar

retrievals to quantify microphysical processes (e.g., Smalley et al. 2017; Porcacchia

et al. 2019). The synergy between ground-based radar observations and space-borne

radar retrievals provide a novel framework for identifying instances of TCMI in Trop-

ical Storm Bill by identifying profiles of collision-coalescence processes hundreds of

kilometers inland from the landfall point. The objective of this study is to identify

whether warm rain processes that are commonly observed in TCs existed well away

from the landfall point during the periods of TCMI.
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2.2 Data and Methods

2.2.1 Event Background

Tropical Storm Bill made landfall at 1645 UTC 16 June 2015 near Matagorda Island,

TX with an estimated maximum sustained wind speed of 26 ms−1 (50 knots) and a

minimum central pressure of 997 mb. Bill then progressed north over north Texas and

into southeastern Oklahoma while maintaining tropical depression status before being

classified as an extratropical cyclone as it moved east into Arkansas, Missouri, and

Kentucky (Fig.1). Bill produced three distinct maxima in rainfall, with accumulations

near the landfall point over south Texas near 300 mm, and a secondary maximum

over north Texas and southern Oklahoma of 400 mm, and a third maximum over

southern Illinois of 225 mm (Fig.2). From hereon, TCMI1 will refer to the period of

tropical cyclone maintenance over north Texas and southern Oklahoma from 1200-

1800 UTC 17 June, and TCMI2 will refer to the re-intensification of Bill over southern

Missouri, Illinois, and western Kentucky from 1200 UTC 19 June to 1200 UTC 20

June (Wakefield et al. 2020).

2.2.2 Polarimetric Radar Data

Tropical Storm Bill offers the first opportunity to examine TCMI over land and

the entire microphysical evolution of the cyclone using polarimetric radar observa-

tions since the WSR-88D network was upgraded with dual-polarization technology

in 2010. Thus, Tropical Storm Erin (2007) was not captured due to a limited radar
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network that contained dual-polarization capabilities. This study uses Level-II WSR-

88D data from the National Centers for Environmental Information (NOAA National

Weather Service (NWS) Radar Operations Center 1991), which are then processed

using the Gridded NEXRAD WSR-88D (GridRad) software (Bowman and Homeyer

2017). These data have a temporal resolution of 5 minutes and have an azimuthal

resolution of 0.5o for the lowest four elevation angles, and a 1o azimuthal resolution

for other angles (Crum and Alberty 1993).

The polarimetric radar variables that are analyzed include the horizontal reflec-

tivity factor (ZH), differential reflectivity (ZDR), specific differential phase (KDP ),

and the co-polar correlation coefficient (ρhv). ZH is proportional to the integration of

the diameter of scatterers raised to the sixth power and provides information regard-

ing the size and concentration of precipitation-sized hydrometeors that satisfy the

Rayleigh regime (e.g., Austin 1987; Herzegh and Jameson 1992; Zrnic and Ryzhkov

1999; Vitale and Ryan 2013). ZDR is defined as the difference between the horizon-

tal and vertical reflectivity factors, and provides information about the size, shape,

and orientation of hydrometeors (e.g., Seliga and Bringi 1976; Herzegh and Jameson

1992). ZDR observations can be biased if mixed-phase precipitation is present within

a resolution volume which can lead to non-uniform beam filling (e.g., Bringi et al.

1990; Testud et al. 2000; Ryzhkov 2007; Giangrande and Ryzhkov 2008), or if the

radar is miscalibrated (e.g., Gorgucci et al. 1992; Bechini et al. 2008). KDP is influ-

enced by the number concentration of hydrometeors within a volume (e.g., Kumjian
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2013b). This is because large drops are oblate spheroids, therefore the horizontal po-

larization will encounter more of a phase shift compared to the vertical polarization,

resulting in positive KDP (e.g., Herzegh and Jameson 1992; Zrnic and Ryzhkov 1999;

Ryzhkov et al. 2005c; Kumjian 2013a). Thus, one advantage of using KDP is that it

is independent of radar calibration and is immune to propagation attenuation, which

makes it useful for estimating heavy rainfall (e.g., Seliga and Bringi 1978; Jameson

1985; Wang and Chandrasekar 2009). ρhv is a measure of the similarity of scatters

in a resolution volume (e.g., Herzegh and Jameson 1992; Zrnic and Ryzhkov 1999;

Ryzhkov et al. 2005c; Ryzhkov et al. 2005b; Kumjian 2013a). A homogeneous par-

ticle size distribution will yield a ρhv close to 1, whereas mixed-phased precipitation

will result in a ρhv <0.9 (e.g., Herzegh and Jameson 1992; Zrnic and Ryzhkov 1999;

Ryzhkov et al. 2005c; Ryzhkov et al. 2005b; Kumjian 2013a).

Rainfall in TCs are characterized by a larger concentration of smaller drops (e.g.,

Cao et al. 2008; Brauer et al. 2020; DeHart and Bell 2020). Thus, ZH tends to

be lower than that of rainfall in the mid-latitudes due to the dependence of ZH

on drop size (e.g., Austin 1987; Herzegh and Jameson 1992; Zrnic and Ryzhkov

1999). Further, due to the large number concentration of small drops found in TCs

(e.g., Squires 1956; Ulbrich and Atlas 2007; Xu et al. 2008), ZDR tends to range

from 0-1 dB and KDP tends to be positive (e.g., Brown et al. 2016; Didlake and

Kumjian 2017b). In terms of vertical structure, the warm rain events associated with

TCs that are characterized by the aforementioned polarimetric radar signatures are
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typically dominated by collision-coalescence (CC) below the −10oC isotherm because

supercooled liquid water can still contribute to drop growth via the CC mechanism

(e.g., Vitale and Ryan 2013; Schroeder et al. 2016). Signatures of CC below the

−10oC isotherm are identified by ZH and ZDR increasing towards the surface (e.g.,

Xu et al. 2008; Kumjian and Prat 2014; Carr et al. 2017; Porcacchia et al. 2019).

Time-height curtains of the polarimetric radar variables were plotted on from 1200

UTC 16 June to 0000 UTC 17 June near the landfall point at El Campo, TX (29.20oN ,

−96.27oW ) and from 1200 UTC 17 June to 0000 UTC 18 June approximately 600 km

inland at Grady, OK (35.05oN , −97.87oW ) using a 5-point spatial mean surrounding

the point of interest, similar to the quasi-vertical profile methodology in Ryzhkov

et al. (2016). Additionally, vertical profiles of drop size were plotted to identify

regions of drop growth and CC below the −10oC isotherm. To estimate drop size,

a ZDR and KDP -weighted relationship for tropical rainfall was used (Gorgucci et al.

2002) and is expressed in Equation 1. An identical framework was used to plot time-

height curtains from 1800-0000 UTC 19-20 June over Cape Girardeau, MO (37.30oN ,

−89.53oW ) and 1200-0000 UTC 19-20 June over Cairo, IL (37.00oN , −89.18oW ) to

gain insight into dominant microphysical processes during TCMI2.

D̂o = 1.155(KDP )0.076(ZDR)1.164 (1)

Contoured Frequency by Altitude Diagrams (CFADs) were plotted at each of

the four locations using the ground-based radar observations of ZH , ZDR, KDP , and
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ρhv. Histograms were calculated at each level of constant altitude and plotted on

a reflectivity versus height grid, with only values of ZH , ZDR, and KDP where ρhv

>0.97 were retained.

2.2.3 GPM Dual Frequency Precipitation Radar Data

The Global Precipitation Measurements (GPM) mission was launched in 2014 as a

successor to the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) which ended in

2015 (e.g., Hou et al. 2014; Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2017). Onboard the GPM

core observatory is the active dual-frequency precipitation radar (DPR). The GPM

DPR is generally well-calibrated, has a higher sensitivity than S-band radars such as

the WSR-88D network, and can provide snapshots of vertical profiles of reflectivity

at a high vertical resolution and a low temporal resolution (e.g., Kozu et al. 2001;

Hou et al. 2014). The GPM DPR is also capable of estimating precipitation at the

surface when rainfall rates exceed 0.5 mm hour−1 (e.g., Kozu et al. 2001; Hou et al.

2014). Although the GPM DPR is specifically prone to attenuation, it allows for a

complementary source of identification and quantification of precipitation processes

in addition to the ground-based radar network.

Alternatively, the GPM DPR operates at both Ku and Ka bands (13.6 GHz),

which allows for the detection of lighter rainfall and ice hydrometeors due to the higher

sensitivity of the Ka-band ( 12 dBZ). This is particularly useful for precipitation

estimation at higher latitudes where frozen precipitation and stratiform systems are
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more common (e.g., Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2017; Porcacchia et al. 2019). The

GPM DPR has a horizontal resolution of 5 km and a vertical resolution of 250 m. In

2015, the swath widths were 245 km at Ku-band and 120 km at Ka-band (e.g., Hou

et al. 2014; Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2017).

The GPM DPR alogirthm interprets the radar signal and estimates drop size

distribution moments such as the mass-weighted mean drop diameter (DM) and

the generalizaed intercept parameter (log10(NW )), which is directly related to the

number concentration of drops (GPM DPR Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document

(ATBD)). These quantities are estimated assuming a gamma distribution function

shown in equation (2), and computes DM using the equation (3), where Nm is the

corresponding scale factor and µ is the shape factor (Iguchi et al. 2018). The

precipitation category algorithm identifies the presence of a bright-band, which is

a signature in stratiform precipitation, and is used to partition areas into strati-

form, convective, and other precipitation categories. More information regarding

the algorithms used to calculate DM and log10(NW ), and precipitation category

can be found: (https://gpm.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/document_files/

ATBD_DPR_201811_with_Appendix3b_0.pdf). Further, the 0oC isotherm was also

extracted from the GPM DPR and was plotted on the along-track cross-sections to

quantify the melting layer height.

N(D) = NmD
µexp

[
−(4 + µ)D

DM

]
(2)
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DM =

∫
D4N(D)dD∫
D3N(D)dD

(3)

Two GPM overpasses occurred over Texas and Oklahoma on 17 June at 0538

UTC and 1454 UTC as Tropical Storm Bill progressed inland over the region. Along-

track vertical profiles of attenuation-corrected reflectivity at Ku-band were extracted

through the inner core of Bill to identify regions of CC below the melting level. Re-

gions of CC were identified in regions where reflectivity increases towards the surface

below the melting level, which indicates drop growth and a resulting increase in reflec-

tivity (Porcacchia et al. 2019). This reflectivity enhancement can also be caused by

other factors such as the the height of the melting layer and the environmental lapse

rate (Grams et al. 2014). Vertical profiles of DM and log10(NW ) were also examined

along the same ray to quantify drop size and drop number concentration variation

with height. An additional GPM overpass occurred over southern Illinois at 0436

UTC on 20 June which provided an additional opportunity to quantify the extent of

warm rain processes and TCMI as Bill progressed inland.

2.2.4 Miscellaneous Data

The Hurricane Database (HURDAT2) best-track data was used to plot the track

of Tropical Storm Bill from 16-21 June, 2015 (Science Applications International

Corporation and National Hurricane Center 1993). The ECMWF ERA-5 dataset has

a horizontal grid spacing 31 km, 137 vertical levels, and a 3 hour temporal resolution
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(Hersbach et al. 2019a), and was used to generate longitude-height cross-sections of

potential vorticity, potential temperature, and vertical velocity during both periods

of the TCMIs (i.e., TCMI1 and TCMI2). The Parameter-elevation Regressions on

Independent Model (PRISM; Daly et al. 1994) which uses a 4 km grid resolution

was used for daily precipitation accumulation from 16-20 June over Oklahoma and

Texas. Additionally, the University of Wyoming sounding database was used to plot

skew-T-log-P diagrams using MetPy plotting software (May et al. 2008 - 2017) at

Springfield, Misourri from 1200 UTC on 18 June to 1200 UTC on 19 June.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Near Landfall

Figure 3 displays vertical profiles of ZH , ZDR, KDP , ρhv, and drop size on 16 June

over El Campo, TX as Tropical Storm Bill made landfall. Because the ρhv field

provides information regarding hydrometeor diversity, regions of reduced ρhv can be

used to detect the melting layer (e.g., Herzegh and Jameson 1992; Zrnic and Ryzhkov

1999; Ryzhkov et al. 2005c; Ryzhkov et al. 2005b; Kumjian 2013a). In this case the

melting layer was located between 4.5-5 km, which is consistent with polarimetric

radar observations of other landfalling tropical cyclones such as Hurricane Harvey in

2017 (Brauer et al. 2020). Values of ZH ranged from 25-45 dBZ in the liquid phase

after 1500 UTC, with the highest values occurring after 2000 UTC. ZDR of 1-1.5 dB

existed from 1500-1700 UTC, implying a slightly larger drop size when compared to
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the values of ZDR of 0.5-1 dB that were observed later in the day after 1800 UTC.

From the same 1500-1700 UTC period, values of KDP were less than 0.25 degrees/km,

whereas later in the day values ranged from 0.25-0.5 degrees/km. When combining the

ZH and ZDR observations with KDP , it can be seen that a small number concentration

of larger drops existed from 1500-1700 UTC, whereas after 2000 UTC, there was a

larger number concentration of smaller drops, consistent with tropical rainfall driven

by CC (e.g., Squires 1956; Ulbrich and Atlas 2007; Carr et al. 2017). While the

drop size appears to have increased towards the surface throughout the entire period

(consistent with CC), the largest increase in drop size occurred after 2100 UTC on

16 June.

2.3.2 TCMI1: Southern Oklahoma

After Tropical Storm Bill progressed inland across north Texas and southern Ok-

lahoma, it maintained its tropical precipitation characteristics. Figure 4 displays

time-height curtains of the polarimetric radar variables and drop size at Grady, OK,

which is near the time and location of TCMI1. The drop size was similar to that

over El Campo, with values of ZDR ranging from 1-1.5 dB in the liquid phase after

1800 UTC, and smaller values before this time. Similarly, values of KDP of 0-0.25

degrees/km for the majority of the period, with higher values close to 0.5 degrees/km

around 2200 UTC. At this time, ZDR values were largest and ZH was approximately

45 dBZ, implying that convection was responsible for the larger number concentration
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of larger drops. The ρhv field suggests that the melting layer height decreased slightly

from the previous day over El Campo, ranging from 3.5-4.5 km, with an upward dis-

placement during the period of convection at approximately 2200 UTC. This may be

due to stronger updrafts inducing latent heat release which subsequently increased

the height of the 0oC isotherm. The drop size profile over Grady was similar to that

over El Campo, with drop size that increased towards the surface below the melting

layer, indicative of CC and warm rain. This can also be seen via Figure 5 which

shows that the vertical distributions of ZH and ZDR over El Campo and Grady were

consistent with low-echo centroid precipitation systems and are characterized by the

majority of reflectivity remaining within the warm cloud layer (e.g., Vitale and Ryan

2013; Schroeder et al. 2016). Similarly, ZDR also increased towards the surface at

both locations below the melting layer which is indicative of CC. The ZDR distribu-

tion was also shifted towards values between 0-1 dB, implying a small mean drop size

at El Campo and Grady (e.g., Squires 1956; Ulbrich and Atlas 2007; Carr et al. 2017)

Figure 5 also illustrates the frequency of KDP and ρhv values with height at the same

two locations. KDP values from 0-0.5 degrees/km occurred below the melting layer

at El Campo between 30-40 different radar scans, indicating a large concentration of

small drops (e.g., Brown et al. 2016; Didlake and Kumjian 2017b; Brauer et al. 2020).

Lastly, the high frequency of ρhv <0.98 between 4.5-5.5 km ASL implies mixed-phase

precipitation and the approximate location of the melting layer.

Figure 6 shows along-track vertical profiles of reflectivity at Ku-band from the
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GPM DPR at 0538 UTC and 1454 UTC on 17 June. Although no additional over-

pass was available further north and east over Oklahoma, the 1454 UTC overpass

provides a sense of the evolution of the reflectivity field as Bill progressed inland

post-landfall. The DPR retrievals confirm the findings with the ground-based po-

larimetric radar observations. At 0538 UTC, a bright-band signature was evident at

approximately 4.5-5 km, which is indicative of a melting layer at this altitude and

is consistent with the 0oC isotherm that was extracted from the GPM DPR. Below

this level, the reflectivity increased towards the surface consistent with CC occurring

within the warm cloud layer. Further, the retrieved DM generally increases towards

the surface, consistent with Porcacchia et al. (2019). As Bill tracked inland over

north central Texas, the melting level was located slightly lower near 4.5 km, how-

ever there were upward displacements evident in the melting layer collocated with

convection and associated values of reflectivity near 50 dBZ. Similarly, reflectivity

predominantly increased below the melting layer, implying the maintenance of CC-

dominant precipitation after Bill progressed hundreds of kilometers inland from the

landfall point. Mean drop sizes (DM) ranged from 0.75-1.5 mm, with higher values

of 2 mm in regions of convection, Such observations were consistent with larger val-

ues seen in convection in other TCs such as Hurricane Harvey (2017) (Brauer et al.

2020; DeHart and Bell 2020). Finally, high drop number concentrations (log10(NW ))

between 3-5 mm m−3 occurred during both times, with the highest values occurring

in convective cores.
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2.3.3 TCMI2: Southern Missouri, Illinois

As Bill continued to move north and east over southern Missouri, Illinois, and Ken-

tucky from 19-20 June, the second TCMI occurred (TCMI2) at approximately 0000

UTC 20 June. Figures 7 and 8 show time-height curtains of ZH , ZDR, KDP , ρhv, and

drop size from the WSR-88D network at Cape Girardeau, MO and Cairo, IL on 19

June, respectively. ZH values at the surface ranged from 30-40 dBZ after 2100 UTC

at Cape Girardeau, with slightly lower values of 25-35 dBZ at Cairo, with distinctive

bursts of weak convection after 1200 UTC, which explains the gaps in meteorological

scatterers as ρhv ≤ 0.9. Values of ZDR were considerably lower than TCMI1, with

values ranging from 0-1 dB at Cape Girardeau and 0-0.5 dB at Cairo, compared to

0.5-1.5 dB at El Campo and Grady. These lower values of ZDR translate to a smaller

drop size (e.g., Brown et al. 2016; Didlake and Kumjian 2017b) and were likely due

to CC or a balance between CC and drop breakup, as expected in a tropical environ-

ment (e.g., Kumjian and Prat 2014; Didlake and Kumjian 2017b; Brauer et al. 2020).

Additionally, signatures with an enhancement in hydrometeor number concentration

in areas of weak convection (KDP values near 0.25 degrees/km) occurred after 2100

UTC at both Cape Girardeau and Cairo. The vertical profiles of ρhv indicated that

the melting layer height ranged from 4.0-5.5 km at both locations, and was located

higher in altitude than Grady, OK.

Figure 9 illustrates the frequency of ZH , ZDR, KDP , and ρhv with height at Cape

Girardeau and Cairo to provide information regarding the dominant precipitation
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processes during TCMI2. From the framework used in Kumjian and Prat (2014),

Carr et al. (2017), and Porcacchia et al. (2019), ZH increased towards the surface

while ZDR decreased towards the surface below the melting layer at both locations.

Such results indicate size-sorting and evaporation, which may be due to enhanced

vertical wind shear, leading to more dry air entrainment into the core of Bill, which

is known to disrupt the structure of tropical cyclones (e.g., Gray 1968; Knaff et al.

2004; Hanley et al. 2001; Corbosiero and Molinari 2002). Although size-sorting and

evaporation were likely the dominant processes, the drop size distribution was still

skewed towards a smaller drop size as ZDR remained below 1 dB at both locations for

the majority of the event. Similarly, echo tops associated with the weak convection

were below 12 km ASL, and similar features are known to produce the most extreme

rainfall rates rather than deep convection with high values of ZH(Hamada et al. 2015).

There were also instances where locations saw an enhancement in drop concentration

as KDP between 0.25-0.5 degrees/km were observed.

Although ground-based radar observations show evidence of size-sorting and evap-

oration being the dominant processes, retrievals from the GPM DPR during an over-

pass at 0436 UTC 20 June show evidence of CC or a balance between CC and drop

breakup below the melting layer (Fig. 10). The melting layer was identified between

4 and 5 km on the cross-section of Ku-band reflectivity and denoted by the enhance-

ment of reflectivity due to melting hydrometeors. Further, the 0oC isotherm was also

located at 5 km, indicating a deep warm cloud layer. Below this level, reflectivity
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increased from 25 dBZ to 35 dBZ at an along-track distance of 100 km, which is

a signal of CC or a CC-breakup balance (Fig. 10b). DM also increased from 0.75

to 1.2 mm at this location, with a larger mean drop size ranging from 1.25-1.75 mm

within the weak convection (Fig. 10c). The vertical profiles of log10(NW ) show a drop

concentration of 4.5 mm m−3 in the aforementioned region of CC, with slightly lower

concentrations of 3.5-4.0 mm m−3 in the region of weak convection (Fig. 10d). The

GPM DPR estimated a rainfall rate of 5-10 mm hour−1 in the stratiform precipitation

regions and enhanced rainfall rates of 20-35 mm hour−1 in the embedded regions of

weak convection (Fig. 10e). Lastly, Figure 10f shows regions of convection embed-

ded in a broader region of stratiform precipitation. The aforementioned bright-band

signature is likely a result of an area of stratiform precipitation within areas of weak

convection.

2.3.4 Dynamics

While Bill certainly maintained tropical rainfall characteristics during TCMI2 over

Southern Missouri and Illinois, the dynamics associated with Bill were investigated to

determine how the large scale structure evolved during the re-intensification period.

The primary feature of TCs is the presence of a low-level potential vorticity (PV)

anomaly due to large amounts of latent heat release in convection (e.g., Möller and

Smith 1994; Möller and Montgomery 2000; Trenberth and Fasullo 2007). This PV

anomaly in TCs differs from extratropical cyclones, in which positive PV anomalies
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are typically found in the upper troposphere (e.g., Hoskins et al. 1985; Hoskins 2006).

Figure 11 shows longitude-height cross-sections of PV and potential temperature at

a constant latitude of 38oN using the ERA-5 data from 2100 UTC 19 June to 1200

UTC 20 June during TCMI2 over Southern Illinois and Kentucky. Before the onset

of TCMI2, the positive PV anomaly existed in the mid troposphere between 600-400

hPa, with a gradual lowering and intensification of the positive PV anomaly analyzed

by 0300 UTC 20 June. By 0600 UTC 20 June, the positive PV anomaly was located

in the lower-troposphere between 900-800 hPa, characteristic of low-level positive PV

anomalies that are typically found in TCs.

Longitude-height cross-sections of vertical velocity and potential temperature were

also plotted using the ERA-5 data along a constant latitude of 34oN from 1200-2100

UTC 17 June (Fig. 12) during TCMI1, and along a constant latitude of 38oN from

2100 UTC 19 June to 1200 UTC 20 June (Fig. 13) during TCMI2. Maximum ascent

rates of 3 Pa s−1 occurred near 600 hPa during TCMI1, whereas maximum ascent

rates were considerably stronger during TCMI2, nearing values of 5 Pa s−1. Vertical

velocity can be related to convective available potential energy (CAPE) (e.g., List and

Lozowski 1970; Blanchard 1998), and the vertical distribution of CAPE can be directly

related to updraft speed. Moist adiabatic profiles that are often frequently observed in

tropical environments are characterized by ”skinny” CAPE profiles and are indicative

of slow ascent rates (e.g., Davis 2001; Jessup and DeGaetano 2008; Vitale and Ryan

2013; Schroeder et al. 2016), whereas ”fat” CAPE profiles are associated with stronger
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updraft speeds and are more common in the midlatitudes. These weaker ascent rates

are known to increase in-cloud residence time of hydrometeors, allowing for more

efficient growth via CC (e.g., Vitale and Ryan 2013; Schroeder et al. 2016). In the

case of Bill during TCMI1 and TCMI2, the magnitude of ascent was considerably less

than vertical velocities captured in mid-latitude convection by ERA-5, which could be

as high as 15 Pas−1 as was seen in a mid-latitude mesoscale convective system prior

to Bill over the same region. The combination of low-echo centroid precipitation,

shallow echo tops, and weak ascent rates further illustrates that Bill maintained

tropical characteristics inland over southern Oklahoma, Missouri, southern Illinois,

and Kentucky. Figure 14 shows observed soundings at Springfield, Missouri from 1200

UTC on 18 August to 1200 UTC on 19 August, which displays deep, moist adiabatic

profiles and associated ”skinny” CAPE which characterized the environment of Bill

as it progressed northeast over Missouri and Kentucky. It can also be seen that there

is considerable speed and directional shear at all three times, perhaps explaining the

dominant presence of size-sorting and evaporation as Bill moved over this region.

2.4 Discussion

Tropical cyclones that maintain their structure over land can cause flooding and

damaging winds hundreds of kilometers from the landfall point (e.g., Arndt et al.

2009; Andersen and Shepherd 2014b). Tropical Storm Bill (2015) experienced two

distinct TCMI events over (1) southern Oklahoma and (2) Missouri, southern Illinois,
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and Kentucky as it produced upwards of 400 mm of precipitation over this region

from 16-20 June (Fig. 1). An important aspect of the inland maintenance of warm

cloud microphysics and precipitation associated with tropical rainfall is that they are

highly efficient processes to convert tropospheric water vapor to precipitation (i.e.,

precipitation efficiency). Further, these precipitation systems have a deep warm cloud

layer (e.g., Davis 2001; Vitale and Ryan 2013; Schroeder et al. 2016; Brauer et al.

2020) dominated by CC or a CC-drop breakup balance and are known to account

for excessive precipitation events in the midlatitudes (e.g., Hisham Mohd Anip and

Market 2007;Carr et al. 2017; Porcacchia et al. 2019). A novel aspect of TC Bill is that

its TCMIs occurred during a period of available polarimetric radar observations from

ground-based radars along with observations from the newly launched GPM DPR in

2014 (e.g., Hou et al. 2014; Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2017). Such datasets allowed

for a more in-depth analysis and quantification of precipitation processes during the

TCMI events that were not possible with prior events. These observational datasets

can further benefit and improve the numerical modeling of landfalling TCs since,

compared to radiation and PBL/surface schemes, microphysics schemes play the more

critical role in the numerical model simulations of TCMIs (Yoo et al. 2020). Yoo et al.

(2020) found that the TCMI of TC Kelvin was driven by moisture transport from the

intertropical convergence zone, rather than latent heat fluxes from coupling to from

warm, sandy soils. Thus, the inferred precipitation microphysics from the polarimetric

radar observations and GPM DPR retrievals can be used to adjust the microphysical
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parameterization schemes accordingly in numerical simulations of TCMI to deliver

model output that is more consistent with observations, and determine the role of

precipitation microphysics of TCMI.

While inland over southern Oklahoma, Bill maintained dual-polarization radar

signatures consistent with tropical rainfall and characterized by a large number con-

centration of small drops (Fig.4) (e.g., Squires 1956; Ulbrich and Atlas 2007; Xu et al.

2008; Brauer et al. 2020). ZDR of 0.5-1.25 dB in addition to KDP >0.5 degrees/km

allows the classification of tropical rainfall, whereas ZH alone is more sensitive to

hydrometeor size (e.g., Austin 1987; Herzegh and Jameson 1992; Zrnic and Ryzhkov

1999; Kumjian 2013a). GPM DPR observations (Fig.6) during TCMI1 also showed

an increase in drop size and Ku-band reflectivity below the melting layer, which is

consistent with CC-dominant precipitation (e.g., Huang and Chen 2019; Porcacchia

et al. 2019).

As Bill progressed inland over Missouri, southern Illinois, and Kentucky on 19-

20 June, signatures of tropical precipitation were maintained during TCMI2, but

were not as pronounced as when Bill was closer to the landfall point during TCMI1.

Figure 9 illustrates signatures associated with evaporation and size-sorting as ZH

increased towards the surface and ZDR decreased towards the surface (e.g., Kumjian

and Prat 2014; Carr et al. 2017; Porcacchia et al. 2019). However, the values of ZDR

ranging from 0.5-1 dB, and KDP as high as 0.25 degrees/km (Fig 7, Fig. 8) implies

tropical rainfall characteristics similar to TCMI1 and shortly after the landfall point
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near El Campo, TX. The GPM DPR overpass over southern Illinois at 0436 UTC

20 June also identified Ku-band reflectivity and drop size increasing towards the

surface, indicating CC-dominant precipitation or a balance between CC and drop

breakup. These features are consistent with warm rain processes associated with

tropical rainfall (Fig. 10). One possible reason for the occurrence of TCMI2 was the

presence of anomalous mean latent heat fluxes of 105 Wm−2 over the region, with the

land surface obtaining oceanic influences on the re-intensification of Bill (Wakefield

et al. 2020).

2.5 Conclusions

The inland progression of Tropical Storm Bill over Texas and Oklahoma followed a

two month period with record high precipitation throughout the region, which pro-

vided a unique opportunity to explore the microphysical evolution using polarimetric

radar observations from the WSR-88D network and the GPM DPR. The exceptional

precipitation during the 45 days prior to Bill resulted in anomalously high soil mois-

ture and latent heat fluxes over the region, acting to increase boundary layer moisture

and increase the warm cloud depth through latent heat release. As a result, Bill main-

tained tropical, warm rain characteristics as it tracked inland over southern Oklahoma

and produced over 400 mm of rainfall in the aforementioned four day period during

TCMI1. The polarimetric radar observations and GPM DPR measurements showed

increasing reflectivity towards the surface below the melting layer, which is consistent
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with CC-dominant precipitation and/or a balance between CC and drop breakup.

These signatures are consistent with tropical cyclone environments.

As Bill progressed inland over Missouri, southern Illinois, and Kentucky, an ad-

ditional TCMI occurred. While dominant precipitation signatures were found to be

associated with size-sorting and evaporation below the melting layer, there were still

signatures of CC in the WSR-88D observations and the GPM DPR retrievals. Addi-

tionally, investigation of atmospheric dynamics during TCMI2 illustrates ascent rates

that were similar to those in shallow, tropical convection, and low level positive PV

anomalies indicative of low and mid-level latent heat release found in TCs. This

further demonstrates that Bill maintained tropical characteristics from a dynamical

framework several days post-landfall.

Limitations of this work include that the GPM DPR was only able to extract

vertical profiles of reflectivity and drop size distribution moments at snapshots in

time, limiting the extent in which a TCMI was observed from spaceborne radar.

The echo top heights in the ground-based radar observations were also 2 km higher

than the GPM DPR retrievals, which may be due to re-gridding of the WSR-88D

data. Additional uncertainties arise with the ERA-5 reanalysis being unable to fully

resolve the spatial details in the PV and vertical velocity fields, which may explain

the vertical discontinuity in mid level PV as shown in Figure 12.

Future work should examine more places throughout the inland progression of

Tropical Storm Bill as it moved into Missouri and northeastern Oklahoma to deter-
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mine the temporal extent to which Bill maintained tropical rainfall characteristics.

Additionally, it would be useful to compare this event to other less pronounced TCMI

cases using the GPM DPR on a global scale and using ground-based radar measure-

ments where available. Future analyses could also incorporate the use of disdrometer

data to more precisely quantify the drop size distribution moments to compare to

the GPM DPR algorithms that are used to estimate DM and log10(NW ) from space.

Another area that can be explored in future work are the impacts of latent heating

on precipitation microphysics during periods of TCMI. Lastly, future research could

perform a modeling study of the dynamics and thermodynamics associated with the

TCMI periods to account for the uncertainties in the ERA-5 reanalysis.
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Figure 1: Hurricane Database (HURDAT2) Best Track plot of Tropical Storm Bill

from 16-21 June, 2015. Each point is spaced apart in 6-hour time increments. The

green box represents the location of TCMI1 from 1200-1800 UTC 17 June, and the

black box represents the location of TCMI2 from 1200 UTC 19 June to 1200 UTC

20 June.
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Figure 2: PRISM daily accumulated precipitation over Texas and Oklahoma from

16-17 June (a. and b.), total accumulated precipitation from 16-20 June (c.), daily

accumulated precipitation over Missouri and Illinois from 19-20 June (d. and e.), and

total accumulated precipitation from 16-20 June (f.).
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Figure 3: Time-height curtains of ZH (a), ZDR (b), KDP (c), ρhv (d), and drop size

(e) near the landfall point over El Campo, TX on from 1200 UTC 16 June-0000 UTC

17 June, and images of 2 km ZH at 1200 UTC and 1800 UTC 16 June.
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Figure 4: Time-height curtains of ZH (a), ZDR (b), KDP (c), ρhv (d), and drop size

(e) during TCMI1 over Grady, OK on from 1200 UTC 17 June-0000 UTC 18 June,

and images of 2 km ZH at 1200 UTC and 1800 UTC 17 June.
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Figure 5: Contoured Frequency By Altitude Diagrams (CFADs) of ZH ZDR, KDP ,

and ρhv at El Campo, TX on 16 June (a), and Grady, OK on 17 June during TCMI1

(b).
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Figure 6: GPM DPR along-track vertical profiles of ZM(Ku), DM , and log10(NW )

at 0538 UTC (a) and 1454 UTC (b) on 17 June, 2015 over Texas. The dashed line

represents the 0oC isotherm.
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Figure 7: Time-height curtains of ZH (a), ZDR (b), KDP (c), ρhv (d), and drop size

(e) during TCMI2 over Cape Girardeau, MO on from 1800 UTC 19 June-0000 UTC

20 June, and images of 2 km ZH at 1800 UTC 19 June and 0000 UTC 20 June.

Figure 8: Time-height curtains of ZH (a), ZDR (b), KDP (c), ρhv (d), and drop size

(e) during TCMI2 over Cairo, IL on from 1800 UTC 19 June-0000 UTC 20 June, and

images of 2 km ZH at 1200 UTC and 1800 UTC 19 June.
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Figure 9: Contoured Frequency By Altitude Diagrams (CFADs) of ZH ZDR, KDP ,

and ρhv at Cape Girardeau, MO on 19 June (a), and Cairo, IL on 19 June (b) during

TCMI 2.
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Figure 10: GPM DPR near-surface reflectivity (a), GPM DPR along-track vertical

profiles of ZM(Ku) (b), surface rainfall rate (c), DM (d), log10(NW ) (e), and associated

regions of stratiform and convective precipitation at 0436 UTC on 20 June, 2015 over

Illinois (f). The dashed line represents the 0oC isotherm.
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Figure 11: Longitude-height cross-sections of potential vorticity (shaded) and poten-

tial temperature (contours) along 38oN from 2100 UTC 19 June to 1200 UTC 20

June.
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Figure 12: Longitude-height cross-sections of vertical velocity (shaded) and potential

temperature (contours) along 34oN from 1200-2100 UTC 17 June during TCMI1 (a),

with snapshots of 2 km ZH and cross-section locations (b).
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Figure 13: Longitude-height cross-sections of vertical velocity (shaded) and potential

temperature (contours) along 38oN from 2100 UTC 19 June to 1200 UTC 20 June

during TCMI2 (a), with snapshots of 2 km ZH and cross-section locations (b).

Figure 14: Observed soundings from Springfield, MO from 1200 UTC on 18 June to

1200 UTC 19 June.
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3 Chapter 3: Hurricane Laura (2020): A Compar-

ison of Drop Size Distribution Moments Using

Ground and Radar Remote Sensing Retrieval

Methods

3.1 Introduction

Landfalling TCs are known to produce catastrophic damage from wind, heavy rainfall,

and storm surge (e.g., Rappaport 2000,Rappaport 2014). While wind damage is

typically the main focus of TCs, Rappaport (2014) found that water-related deaths

accounted for 90% of landfalling Atlantic TC fatalities. Therefore it is important to

understand and quantify processes associated with excessive precipitation in TCs.

Microphysics in TCs are uncertain and observations often disagree with numerical

simulations, which poses a challenge towards understanding TC structure, evolution,

and intensity (e.g., Chen and Gopalakrishnan 2014; Hristova-Veleva et al. 2021).

Prior observational studies have shown that collision-coalescence and drop breakup

are the dominant precipitation processes in warm rain events such as TCs (e.g., List

et al. 1987; Atlas and Ulbrich 2000). Polarimetric radar observations are useful in

cases of landfalling TCs due to their high temporal resolution and large sampling

domain (e.g., Medlin et al. 2007; Didlake Jr. and Kumjian 2018), and can pro-

vide useful insight into dominant precipitation processes. This can be particularly
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beneficial in forecasting/nowcasting operations (e.g., Straka et al. 2000; Giangrande

et al. 2008; Cunha et al. 2013) and can be used for more accurate rainfall rate es-

timations compared to conventional Z-R relationships (Ryzhkov et al. 2005b; You

et al. 2019). Didlake and Kumjian (2017b) analyzed polarimetric radar signatures

to infer precipitation microphysical processes in Hurricane Arthur (2014), and deter-

mined that the highest values of low-level differential reflectivity (ZDR) occurred in

the outer rainbands, whereas the lowest ZDR occurred in the inner rainbands and

eyewall. This implies significant changes in the drop size distribution as a function

of distance from the hurricane center. It has also been shown that there is typically

a maximum in specific differential phase (KDP ) displaced downwind from the rela-

tive maximum in ZDR that occurs in the eyewall which is indicative of hydrometeor

size-sorting (e.g., Feng and Bell 2019; Laurencin et al. 2020b; Homeyer et al. 2021a).

This process occurs as smaller drops have a lower terminal velocity and are therefore

advected further downwind, whereas larger hydrometeors fall out of the cloud at a

faster rate (Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2012). DeHart and Bell (2020) found that polari-

metric radar observations in Hurricane Harvey (2017) and Hurricane Florence (2018)

exhibited signatures associated with large concentrations of small and medium drops,

with Harvey having the greatest particle size distribution (PSD) variability over time.

These are similar to the results from Zheng et al. (2021), who also concluded that

collision-coalescence and accretion are the dominant processes in mature inner rain-

bands. Further, Tokay et al. (2008) analyzed landfalling TCs from three disdrometer
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sites from 2004-2006 and found that all TCs contained large concentrations of small

to medium-sized drops except when each storm had undergone extratropical transi-

tion. This is also consistent with Homeyer et al. (2021a), who showed a variation in

mass-weighted mean drop diameter (DM) ranging from 0.5-2.0 mm at various points

in time throughout the evolution of Hurricane Harvey (2017) and Hurricane Florence

(2018). Last, Brauer et al. (2020) found that training supercell thunderstorms in the

outer rainbands of Hurricane Harvey contained large concentrations of medium-sized

drops which contributed to the excessive precipitation event over the region.

Spatially within TCs, McFarquhar and Black (2004) analyzed two events and de-

termined that there is a large variation in the drop size distribution from stratiform

to convective regions. Prior work from Cecil et al. (2002) showed that ZH increases

towards the surface within the warm cloud layer, particularly in the inner core of

TCs. Kumjian and Ryzhkov (2012) and Carr et al. (2017) attributed this decrease in

ZH with height with collision-coalescence or a balance between collision-coalescence

and drop breakup depending on the slope of ZDR within the same layer. While dom-

inant precipitation processes can be inferred from ground-based polarimetric radar

observations, coarse vertical resolution and beam-broadening at a large range limits

the extent in which these signatures can be captured. For this reason, it is useful

to complement ground-radar observations with space-borne radar retrievals which

have a much finer vertical resolution and can provide vertical profiles of reflectivity

and extracted PSD moments at snapshots in time (e.g., Hou et al. 2014; Skofronick-
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Jackson et al. 2017; Porcacchia et al. 2019). Additionally, space-borne radars such as

the NASA Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission dual-frequency precip-

itation radar (DPR) tend to be much better calibrated compared to ground radars

(Warren et al. 2018).

The Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) was the first space-borne

radar to sample precipitation in TCs after becoming operational in 1997 (Kummerow

et al. 1998), and was able to properly identify the spatial and temporal variations

in TCs in the low latitudes (Jiang et al. 2011). Since TRMM, the NASA Global

Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission dual-frequency precipitation radar (DPR)

was launched in February 2014 and is equipped with both Ku and Ka-band active

sensors, and is capable of sampling TCs at higher latitudes whereas TRMM was

confined to 35o N/S (Hou et al. 2014; Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2017). Huang and

Chen (2019) analyzed 68 TCs in the Western North Pacific using the DPR and

determined that the 2 km DM was larger in regions of convection compared to areas

of stratiform precipitation. It was also found that in regions of high precipitation

efficiency, KuPR and DM increased towards the surface below the melting layer in

both convective and stratiform areas implying drop growth via collision-coalescence.

A similar framework was used in Porcacchia et al. (2019) who investigated the slopes

of KuPR and KaPR from the DPR and ZH and ZDR from ground radars in warm

rain events and found that precipitation events that were characterized primarily

by collision-coalescence typically have a lower ice content above the 0oC level than
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non-collision-coalescence cases.

Numerical simulations of Hurricane Rita (2005) were compared to TRMM space-

borne radar retrievals, and showed that model output overestimated the magnitude

of ice content compared to the observations (Hristova-Veleva et al. 2021). They fur-

ther showed that the assumed PSD algorithm intercept parameter (N0) used in the

Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model simulations resulted in differences

between the observed and modeled reflectivity. Due to the known differences between

PSD estimates from the space-borne radar retrievals in TCs and ground-based radar

observations, in-situ disdrometers can be used to calibrate polarimetric radar obser-

vations to precipitation moments in order better refine the DPR PSD algorithm (e.g.,

Liao et al. 2014; Radhakrishna et al. 2016).

Ground-based disdrometer retrievals and aircraft-mounted optical array probe

observations have historically been used to empirically derive ZH-weighted rainfall

rate relationships in TCs, commonly known as Z-R relationships (e.g., Wilson and

Pollock 1974; Jorgensen and Willis 1982; Ulbrich and Lee 2002). However micro-

physical and precipitation processes near the surface using ground radars can only be

inferred as these retrievals are prone to discrete sampling due to beam broadening,

attenuation at higher frequencies such as C-band and X-band, partial beam filling,

and increasing beam height with range (e.g., Ryzhkov 2007; Kirstetter et al. 2013;

Zhang et al. 2013). Therefore it is important to obtain observations at the ground

to more accurately quantify PSD moments. Many field campaigns have compared
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mobile radar retrievals to disdrometer observations and have found differences be-

tween radar reflectivity and disdrometer-derived reflectivity for these reasons (e.g.,

Sheppard and Joe 1994; Kalina et al. 2014). Merceret (1974) gathered aircraft foil

impactor measurements in Hurricane Ginger (1971), and found that an exponential

distribution provided an accurate fit for the PSD, which is also true in other cases as

uncertainties are higher when using a gamma distribution to estimate PSD moments

(Smith 2003). A network of 2D video disdrometers, a Joss–Waldvogel disdrometer,

and OTT Parsivel disdrometers in Huntsville, AL sampled precipitation events over

6 months and found that when DM < 0.76 mm, the Parsivel greatly underestimated

drop concentration (Tokay et al. 2013). Further, the same study concluded that PSDs

that were skewed by drops > 2.4 mm yields an overestimation of drop concentration.

Another study compared OTT Parsivel disdrometers with 2D video disdrometers for

36 rainfall events in South Korea, where the Parsivels were found to overestimate DM

when using a gamma distribution while underestimating the magnitude of log10(Nw)

(Park et al. 2017). With the known disadvantages of the Parsivel disdrometers such

as a high uncertainty of PSD quantities at a DM > 5 mm in addition to a high bias

in log10(Nw) at values of DM > 2.4 mm, these in-situ observations can be used as

a benchmark for validation of inferred PSD moments from ground and space-borne

radar retrievals (e.g., Lee and Zawadzki 2006; Tokay et al. 2013). GPM DPR re-

trievals were compared to disdrometer observations in China, and it was shown that

stratiform precipitation regions in warm season rainfall events showed the largest val-
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ues of N0, slope parameter (Λ), and shape factor (µ) compared to areas of convection

and winter precipitation cases (Wu et al. 2019). Disdrometer observations from 7

Atlantic TCs were collected from 2004-2006 and showed that DM was largely lower

than 4 mm and PSDs consisted of a large concentration of small drops throughout

the entire TC evolution before extratropical transition (Tokay et al. 2008). As dis-

drometer observations frequently suffer from measurement and sampling biases, it is

useful to compare the PIPS retrievals to ground and space-borne radar observations

to more accurately quantify the evolution and magnitude of PSD moments through-

out different portions of Hurricane Laura before, during, and after landfall. While the

comparison between remote sensing retrievals and disdrometer observations is useful,

the differences in horizontal footprints between the GPM DPR (5 km), SR1-P (37.5

m gates), and point observations from the PIPS must be considered.

Given the importance of accurately predicting the water threat that TCs pose,

combined with the uncertainties of radar observations (particularly at the low levels),

and the general lack of detailed in situ observations near the surface, a need exists

for an in depth look at available remote data sources compared to direct observa-

tions. Such a detailed look would provide valuable insight into the Z-R relations used

in TC forecasting/nowcasting and allow for a more accurate threat representation

when viewing remote sensing observations (such as radar) during events. Further,

an improved understanding of TC microphysics would benefit future microphysical

parameterization schemes in numerical models to better predict TC structure and
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evolution.

The combination of one OU-CIMMS polarimetric C-band Shared Mobile Atmo-

spheric Research and Teaching (SMART) Polarimetric Radar (SR1-P) (Biggerstaff

et al. 2005), 4 PIPSs (Dawson et al. 2017) equipped with Parsivel laser disdrometers,

and two overpasses from the GPM DPR provides a novel framework for quantify-

ing various drop size distribution characteristics and precipitation microphysics in

a landfalling TC. Each retrieval method provides unique advantages such as a high

temporal resolution from the ground radar observations and disdrometers in addition

to a fine vertical sampling from the GPM DPR. Thus, the disadvantages of each

observation platform can be complemented by the aforementioned advantages of all

retrieval methods. This study aims to quantify the hypothesized difference in PSD

moments that are extracted by the DPR algorithm with the disdrometer observations

that were collected before, during, and after the landfall of Hurricane Laura.

3.2 Data and Methods

3.2.1 Event Background

Hurricane Laura developed from an African easterly wave that entered the northeast-

ern Caribbean Ocean on 22 August 2020, and interacted with the higher terrain of

Hispaniola and Puerto Rico as a tropical storm before entering the Gulf of Mexico.

As Laura moved off Cuba into the Gulf of Mexico on 25 August, the storm began

rapid intensification and reached a peak intensity as a Category 4 hurricane with
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maximum sustained winds of 130 knots and a minimum central pressure of 937 hPa

on 27 August (National Hurricane Center 2021). Laura made landfall near Cameron,

Louisiana at 0600 UTC 27 August as a Category 4 major hurricane and caused se-

vere wind damage to the Lake Charles, LA and surrounding area, including the Lake

Charles radar (KLCH). Freshwater flooding and storm surge flooding occurred close

to the landfall point in Calcasieu Parish, LA where 12” of rain fell. Additional flood-

ing occurred further inland over southern Arkansas as Laura tracked north (National

Hurricane Center 2021).

3.3 Ground-Based Radar Observations

The KLCH WSR-88D (30.13oN , −93.22oW ) operates at S-band (10 cm) and was

used in conjunction with a SMART C-band radar (SR1-P, 5 cm) located at 30.36oN ,

−92.92oW in the anticipated landfall zone. SR1-P collected polarimetric radar ob-

servations of ZH , ZDR, KDP , and ρhv from 1942 UTC 26 August to 1200 UTC 27

August. Due to wind gusts in excess of 120 mph, the KLCH radar stopped operating

at 0553 UTC 27 August as the inner core of Laura moved onshore and the radar

sustained catastrophic damage.

The radar reflectivity factor at a horizontal polarization (ZH) provides insight

into the size and concentration of hydrometeors within a range bin (e.g., Austin

1987; Herzegh and Jameson 1992; Zrnic and Ryzhkov 1999; Kumjian 2013a; Vitale

and Ryan 2013). Differential reflectivity (ZDR) is defined as the logarithmic ratio
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of the horizontal reflectivity factor to the vertical reflectivity factor, and provides

information regarding the size, shape, and orientation of hydrometeors (e.g., Seliga

and Bringi 1976; Herzegh and Jameson 1992; Kumjian 2013a). Specific differential

phase (KDP ) is defined as one half the range derivative of the propagation differential

phase shift, and reveals information about the number concentration of hydromete-

ors in a sample volume (e.g., Herzegh and Jameson 1992; Zrnic and Ryzhkov 1999;

Ryzhkov et al. 2005b; Kumjian 2013b) and is immune to attenuation and radar mis-

calibration assuming uniformly distributed scatterers (e.g., Seliga and Bringi 1978;

Jameson 1985; Wang and Chandrasekar 2009) making it a useful variable for quan-

titative precipitation estimation. Lastly ρhv can be used to quantify the diversity

of scatterers, to distinguish meteorological versus non-meteorological returns (e.g.,

Herzegh and Jameson 1992; Zrnic and Ryzhkov 1999; Ryzhkov et al. 2005c; Ryzhkov

et al. 2005b; Kumjian 2013a), and identify features such as the melting layer (e.g.,

Kumjian 2013a; Kumjian 2013b). A uniform particle size distribution will yield a

ρhv near 1 whereas mixed-phase precipitation results in ρhv < 0.95 (e.g., Herzegh and

Jameson 1992; Zrnic and Ryzhkov 1999; Ryzhkov et al. 2005c; Ryzhkov et al. 2005b;

Kumjian 2013a).

Range height indicator (RHI) scans from SR1-P were collected over the PIPS and

plotted from 0211-0259 UTC 27 August at an azimuth angle of 160o, and from 0510-

0541 UTC at an azimuth angle of 220o. Time-averaged mean RHIs of ZH , ZDR, and

ρhv were computed over both time periods and azimuth angles in order to gain insight
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into the dominant precipitation processes at different stages in the evolution of Laura

shortly before landfall. Further, RHIs provide a high vertical resolution and insight

into the connection between precipitation features aloft and near the surface. In order

to account for ZDR miscalibration, a bias correction method documented in Sanchez-

Rivas and Rico-Ramirez (2021) was employed. ”Bird bath” style ZDR calibration

requires data to be collected at 90o elevation (Gorgucci et al. 1992), but such data

were not collected during the SR1-P observation period in Hurricane Laura. Likewise,

the ZDR calibration method of Ryzhkov et al. (2005a) is not applicable, as it requires

PPIs between 40 and 60 degree elevation to be utilized. Again, no such data were

collected. Thus, the method of Sanchez-Rivas and Rico-Ramirez (2021) is optimal,

as their method utilizes quasi-vertical profiles (QVPs) (Ryzhkov et al. 2016) collected

in light rain to estimate the ZDR bias. The Sanchez-Rivas and Rico-Ramirez (2021)

method utilizes a QVP constructed at the 10o elevation angle and uses data where ZH

is between 0 and 20 dBZ and where ρhv > 0.985. While their method employs the use

of data between the first radar range gate and the melting level (characterized by an

objective algorithm), we take a simpler approach and only employ QVP data between

1 and 4 km altitude, below the radar bright band. While there was only one QVP

where such criteria were met, a bias of -1.7 dB was computed for this case, which

is a typical bias for SR1-P (e.g., Biggerstaff et al. 2021). As drops in hurricanes are

typically small (as evidenced in this manuscript) and to include a greater number of

QVPs to test the sensitivity of the computed bias to the number of observations, we
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also extended the method to include data characterized by 0-25 dBZ (0-30 dBZ) and

found a similar ZDR bias of -1.7 dB (-1.8 dB). To remain consistent with Sanchez-

Rivas and Rico-Ramirez (2021), we add -1.7 dB to all ZDR observations herein. The

large calibration bias is due to a bad input parameter that was embedded in the

proprietary software during the dual-polarization upgrade. Rather than attempt to

find and replace the parameter, we chose to perform the calibration in post-processing.

Additionally, plan position indicator (PPI) scans of ZH from SR1-P were plotted

at 0230 UTC and 0525 UTC on 27 August with the locations of the associated RHI

scans. Finally, columnar-vertical profiles (CVPs) of ZH , ZDR, KDP , and ρhv from

SR1-P were plotted from 0200-1000 UTC 27 August which used the methodology

from Murphy et al. (2020). The CVPs were constructed using a Cressman weighting

function (Cressman 1959) to transform from an irregular height grid to a regular (50

m) height grid. Further, the CVPs were conducted directly over PIPS 2A and were

based on a +/- 10 km (10 degree) range (azimuth), with a Cressman radius limit of

100 m. One potential limitation of the CVP method is that the Cressman weighting

function that was used can still resulting in vertical gaps in polarimetric radar data.

Dominant precipitation processes were determined by examining the sign of slopes

of vertical profiles of ZH and ZDR within the warm cloud layer based off the framework

from Kumjian and Ryzhkov (2012) (Fig. 15). For example, collision-coalescence

dominant precipitation would be identified in vertical profiles where both ZH and

ZDR increase towards the surface below the melting layer, implying the presence of
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drop growth.

3.3.1 GPM Dual-Frequency Precipitation Radar

The NASA GPM mission was launched in 2014 and operated similarly to the TRMM,

which ended in 2015 (Hou et al. 2014; Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2017). On board the

GPM platform is the DPR, which operates at Ku and Ka-bands (35.5 GHz and 13.6

GHz) (Hou et al. 2014; Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2017) and can provide snapshots

of the precipitation structure in TCs on a global scale (e.g., Huang and Chen 2019;

Marra et al. 2019; Brauer et al. 2021). The radar has a swath width of 245 km, a

vertical resolution of 250 m, and a horizontal resolution of 5.2 km (Hou et al. 2014;

Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2017). The DPR algorithm extracts PSD moments such

as the mass-weighted mean drop diameter (DM) (mm) and the normalized inter-

cept parameter (log10(Nw)) (m−3 mm−1) which relates to hydrometeor concentra-

tion, and assumes a gamma distribution in liquid phase precipitation (Equation 4),

where N0 (m−3 mm−1) is the intercept parameter and D0 (mm) is the median vol-

ume diameter. DM can then be related to D0 using equation 5, which can be used

to compute log10(Nw). More information regarding the DPR algorithm to estimate

PSD moments can be found here: (https://gpm.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/

document_files/ATBD_GPM_DPR_n3_dec15.pdf). Further, the GPM DPR surface

reference for attenuation correction that is used over land is less reliable than over the

open ocean, resulting in some uncertainties in near-surface PSD retrievals (Menegh-
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ini et al. 2015). However recent advances in the DPR PSD algorithm (version 4)

suggests that KuPR has a probability of detection of 0.967 in surface rainfall rates

greater than 1 mm h−1 over flat terrain (Speirs et al. 2017). Additionally, Liao and

Meneghini (2019) determined that DM biases from the DPR are generally < 0.5 mm

across the entire PSD. Cannon et al. (2017) also showed the utility of the DPR in

estimating precipitation over the ocean in the eastern North Pacific Ocean, with ac-

curate representations of the bright-band height when compared to reanalysis data

and ground radars.

N(D) = N0D
µexp

[
−(3.67 + µ)D

D0

]
(4)

D0 =
(

3.67 + µ

4 + µ

)
DM (5)

Along-track cross-sections of Ku-band reflectivity (KuPR), DM , and log10(Nw)

were plotted from the available DPR overpasses that occurred from 0228-0401 UTC

and 1144-1316 UTC 27 August (Fig. 20 and Fig. 21). Additionally, attenuation-

corrected near-surface KuPR is shown to illustrate the cross-section locations and the

spatial distribution of precipitation after Laura made landfall. The DPR-extracted

0oC isotherm was also included on each cross-section to quantify the height of the

melting level and to provide a direct comparison with the ground radar retrievals.

The 0oC level is determined by identifying the location of the bright band in the

DPR algorithm. Additionally, vertical profiles of 25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th quantiles
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of KuPR were computed to illustrate the slope of reflectivity below the melting level

to infer collision-coalescence and/or drop breakup processes (Porcacchia et al. 2019).

3.3.2 Portable In-Situ Precipitation Stations (PIPS)

Four PIPS were deployed to Hurricane Laura which measured temperature, dewpoint

temperature, wind speed at 1.2 m AGL, pressure, drop terminal velocity, drop size,

and drop concentration, and were strategically placed in different locations relative to

the landfall point in order to sample PSDs in different portions of the storm. Efforts

were made to ensure that each PIPS was located away from ground clutter such as

trees, power lines, and buildings that may contaminate the PSD retrievals. Each

PIPS collected data for approximately 17 hours, spanning the before, during, and

post-landfall periods of Laura. PIPS1B recorded a minimum pressure of 949.8 mb

which experienced the eye and northwestern eyewall. While PIPS1A was close in

proximity to PIPS1B, it was far enough west to only experience the western portion

of the eyewall. Only PIPS2A sampled the eastern eyewall with PIPS2B sampling the

outer edge of the inner core and outer rainbands, with PIPS1A, PIPS1B, and PIPS2A

all experiencing peak winds greater than 30 m s−1 as Laura made landfall. Time series

of drop diameter and total drop concentration log10(NT ) were plotted from PIPS1A

(0000-0650 UTC 27 August), 2A (0000-1200 UTC 27 August), and 2B (0000-1200

UTC 27 August) as PIPS1B experienced a data corruption issue during landfall.

It is important to make the distinction between log10(NW ) and log10(NT ), which
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is expressed mathematically below (Eq.6) where N0 (m−3mm−1) is the normalized

intercept parameter, Γ is the Gamma function, µ is the shape factor, and Λ is the

slope parameter (unitless). Further, the DM was plotted for the aforementioned PIPS

for each time period in order to provide a direct comparison with the DM that was

extracted by the DPR. Time series of DM were plotted using a Gamma distribution

as described in Tokay and Short (1996). log10(NW ) was also computed (Eq.7) to

provide a direct comparison with the DPR retrievals, where ρw is the density of

water (g cm−3) and W is the liquid water content (g m−3). For clarification, the

PIPS measured log10(NT ) directly whereas log10(NW ) was computed to provide the

comparison with the DPR alogirthm dervied log10(NW ). Additionally, ZH and ZDR

were computed from the T-matrix method (Vivekanandan et al. 1991) using a C-

band wavelength of 5.34 cm to directly compare the SR1-P radar observations to the

disdrometer estimations. These values were then compared to 0.8o scans from SR1-P

where linear spatial means of the nearest 50 range gates of ZH and ZDR closest to

the PIPS were computed and plotted as time series. A 50 range gate average was

computed as the ZH and ZDR field was relatively uniform in close proximity at points

in time and data quality decreases with increasing range. As the SR1-P data has a

gate spacing of 75 m, the distance from the ground radar to PIPS 1A was 60 km, 12

km to PIPS 2A, and 21 km to PIPS 2B.

NT = N0
Γ(µ+ 1)

Λµ+1
(6)
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log10(NW ) = log10

(
4410003

πρw

(
W

(DM)4

))
(7)

The Parsivel disdrometer data were quality controlled to remove drops affected by

splashing of drops off the instrument, and records that contain drops shed from the

surrounding instruments on the PIPS following similar methodology to Friedrich et al.

(2013). Drops that were +/- 50% of the Atlas et al. (1973) drop fall speed relation

were also removed to assure that all drops passing through the disdrometer were

falling as rain drops, rather than drops rolling over the edge of the Parsivel. Further

quality control was applied by limiting Parsivel records based on the wind direction

through the Parsivel opening. Only times when the on board sonic anemometer

registered the wind direction being within +/- 45 degrees from the line normal to the

plane laser were retained.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Ground Radar Observations

Figure 17 shows a PPI of 0.5o ZH from the KLCH radar at 0553 UTC, as Laura made

landfall on the southwestern Louisiana coast shortly before the WSR-88D become

non-operational due to strong winds. At this time the PIPS were able to sample

the the inner core of Laura, defined as the region between 0-100 km from the TC

center (Weatherford and Gray 1988), with corresponding values of ZH from the WSR-

88D ranging from 40-50 dBZ. Before landfall at 0230 UTC 27 August, SR1-P began
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sampling the outer core with ZH values in a similar range of 40-50 dBZ (Fig. 17a).

Shortly before landfall at 0525 UTC 27 August, SR1-P was located in the inner core

of Laura experiencing ZH as high as 55 dBZ and sampled the northern half of the

eyewall (Fig. 17b). The corresponding black lines represent the orientation of the

RHIs that were taken as Laura progressed northward across southwestern Louisiana.

Time-averaged RHI scans of ZH (Fig. 18a), ZDR (Fig. 18b), and ρhv (Fig. 18c) from

SR1-P from 0211-0259 UTC 27 August and 0510-0541 UTC 27 August (Fig. 18d-18f)

were also plotted to gain insight into how the polarimetric radar variables changed

with height. Between 0211-0259 UTC, SR1-P captured an increase in ZH from 45

to 50 dBZ towards the surface at a beam height of 2-3 km and distance of 50-60 km

from the radar (Fig. 18a). This location from the radar also exhibited a decrease in

ZDR towards the surface within the same layer implying a balance between collision-

coalescence and drop breakup (e.g., Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2012; Carr et al. 2017;

Porcacchia et al. 2019) (Fig. 18b). During this time window, the melting layer was

located at a height of 4.5 km as noted by the region of ρhv < 0.98. (Fig. 18c) While

the layer of ρhv < 0.98 continued to decrease in elevation beyond 25 km, this is likely

an artifact of radar beam broadening rather than a decrease in melting layer height

with range.

Shortly before landfall from 0510-0541 UTC 27 August, SR1-P exhibited an in-

crease in ZH towards the surface below the melting layer throughout the entire depth

of the warm cloud layer (Fig. 18d). Subtle increases in ZDR from 0.0 to 0.5 dB towards
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the surface were also observed, particularly at a distance of 40-60 km from the radar

(Fig. 18e). The combination of both ZH and ZDR increasing towards the surface

within the warm cloud layer implies the dominance of collision-coalescence processes

during this time. Additionally, the height of the melting layer also increased to 4.5-5.0

km throughout this time period, which is 0.5 km higher in altitude compared to 3

hours prior (Fig. 18f). This is likely due to latent heat release in convection in the

eyewall as it moved within range of SR1-P (Kirstetter et al. 2013).

Columnar-vertical profiles of ZH (Fig. 19a), ZDR (Fig. 19b), and ρhv (Fig. 19c)

from SR1-P are displayed between 0200-1000 UTC 27 August over PIPS2A. The

melting layer is located at 5 km as indicated by the bright-band in ZH , enhanced

positive ZDR near 1.5 dB, and reduced ρhv ranging from 0.85-0.95 due to mixed-phase

precipitation. From 0200-0400 UTC, ZH was between 25-40 dBZ within the warm

cloud layer and primarily decreased towards the surface below the melting layer.

During this same time, ZDR varied from 0.0-0.5 dB and exhibited little variation

towards the surface below the melting layer. The combination of ZH decreasing

towards the surface and ZDR remaining constant within the same layer translates to

inferred dominant precipitation processes of evaporation and/or drop breakup (e.g.,

Carr et al. 2017; Porcacchia et al. 2019). During this timeframe, ρhv remained near

1.00 implying a rather uniform size distribution of drops (Herzegh and Jameson 1992;

Zrnic and Ryzhkov 1999; Ryzhkov et al. 2005c; Ryzhkov et al. 2005b; Kumjian 2013a).

From 0400-0730 UTC 27 August, near-surface ZH increased to 35-50 dBZ (Fig.
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19a) whereas ZDR also increased to 1.0-1.25 dB (Fig. 19b). Further, both ZH and

ZDR increased towards the surface for most of this period, translating to collision-

coalescence dominant precipitation (Carr et al. 2017; Porcacchia et al. 2019), which

occurred as the inner core (< 100 km from TC center) moved over SR1-P from

0530-0800 UTC 27 August. There was also a slight upward displacement of the

melting layer to 5.5-6.0 km from approximately 0330 UTC until 0800 UTC as latent

heat release from convection in the inner core likely resulted in an increase in the

height of the 0oC isotherm (Fig. 19c). While KDP generally ranged from 0.0-0.5

degrees/km before 0400 UTC in the outer core and rainbands (Fig. 19d), values of

1.0-2.0 degrees/km were sampled below 2 km in the inner core and eyewall after 0500

UTC, implying a high number concentration of medium-sized drops as ZDR ranged

from 0.75-1.25 dB at this time.

3.4.2 GPM DPR Retrievals

The GPM DPR sampled Laura shortly before it made landfall on the southwest

Louisiana coast at 0301 UTC 27 August (Fig. 20). Figure 6 shows near-surface (just

above ground level) KuPR, and vertical along-track cross-sections of KuPR, DM , and

log10(Nw) through the inner core and eyewall. The southwestern and northeastern

eyewall is characterized by echo top heights > 12 km in the deepest convection, and

also experienced an upward displacement of the 0oC isotherm to 6 km above the sur-

face. This has been found to be associated with latent heat release in strong updrafts
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as higher θe air is transported from the boundary layer to the mid-troposphere (e.g.,

Fierro et al. 2012; Kirstetter et al. 2013; McGee and van den Heever 2014). The

cross-section illustrates KuPR of 50-55 dBZ in the eyewall with values ranging from

30-45 dBZ in regions of the outer core. DM values of 2.0-2.5 mm occurred in the outer

core at an along-track distance of 200-225 km, with lower values of 1.25-1.5 mm being

observed in the eyewall. This differs from the location of maximum log10(Nw) which

occurred in the eyewall and exceeded 4.5 m−3 mm−1 within the deep convection,

whereas the outer core had values between 2.75-3.5 m−3 mm−1. This suggests that

pre-landfall the eyewall had a large concentration of medium-sized drops, while the

outer core had a PSD skewed towards smaller concentrations of larger drops. Another

possibility for this abrupt transition between DM and log10(NW ) between the eyewall

and outer core is a potential error in the DPR PSD algorithm. At an along-track dis-

tance of 70 km, the DPR estimated a DM of 2.5-3.0 mm and log10(NW ) values of 1-2

m−3mm−1, indicating a low concentration of large drops. One potential explanation

for this feature is the presence of eyewall size-sorting, similar to how Laurencin et al.

(2020b) and Homeyer et al. (2021a) observed offsets in maximum regions of ZDR and

KDP using ground radar observations.

The second DPR overpass occurred post-landfall at 1246 UTC 27 August as Laura

tracked north over western Louisiana (Fig. 21). Near-surface KuPR illustrates a

broader inner core region with concentric spiral rainbands extending outward from

the western portion of the center of circulation. The along-track cross-section through
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the rainbands shows cores of KuPR between 50-100 km and 150-175 km of 35-40 dBZ

with a bright-band located between 4.5-5.0 km. Within the inner core at an along-

track distance of 200-275 km, there was a slight increase in the 0oC isotherm to 5.5

km consistent with weaker convection compared to the pre-landfall case. A region

of KuPR increasing towards the surface below 3 km can also be seen at an along-

track distance of 250 km, inferring the presence of collision-coalescence processes

(Porcacchia et al. 2019). At the same location an increase in DM towards the surface

can be seen which is collocated with maximum values of log10(Nw) of 4.5 m−3 mm−1

implying the highest hydrometeor concentration in this region of the inner core. The

constant values of log10(Nw) with height at this location are likely non-physical and a

product of the DPR PSD algorithm as it is known that drop concentration typically

changes with height (Carr et al. 2017).

For the aforementioned along-track cross-sections, along-track vertical profiles of

25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th percentiles of KuPR were computed to identify and com-

pare dominant precipitation processes before and after landfall (Fig. 22). The first

overpass contained more deep convective features as shown by the higher echo top

heights for all percentiles. Further, there is a higher range of near-surface KuPR

ranging from 23 dBZ to 50 dBZ at the surface, which is characteristic of convec-

tion. Pre-landfall, the region of enhanced KuPR located around the freezing level

is deep ranging from 4.5-7.0 km which is anticipated in convection as updrafts loft

mixed-phase hydrometeors vertically (e.g., Loney et al. 2002; Kirstetter et al. 2013;
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Homeyer and Kumjian 2015). The post-landfall overpass illustrates a lower echo top

height and a lower range in near-surface KuPR from 23-43 dBZ all indicating the

presence of more stratiform precipitation. This is different from the 25th percentile

profile of KuPR which exhibited no bright-band feature in the pre-landfall overpass.

Pre-landfall, the greater negative slope of the 95th and 75th KuPR percentiles

between the freezing level and 2.5 km implies a higher magnitude of drop growth

via collision-coalescence (Carr et al. 2017; Porcacchia et al. 2019) compared to the

post-landfall overpass which illustrates a negative slope of lower magnitude, which

is solely confined to the 95th percentile KuPR profile. The 25th percentile profile

during this overpass shows a positive slope of KuPR below the melting layer, implying

the presence of evaporation in less intense areas of precipitation, while more intense

regions of precipitation (i.e. in convection) were dominated by collision-coalescence.

The presence of vertical wind shear was unlikely the cause of the inferred evaporation

post-landfall as 850-200 mb wind shear was less than 10 knots as Laura progressed

inland (Fig. 23), therefore disruption of the inner core likely occurred due to land

interaction or dry air entrainment. The longwave 200 mb ridge pattern over the

Gulf Coast region that contributed to this low-shear environment was favorable for

Hurricane Laura to maintain major hurricane status up to and shortly after landfall.
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3.4.3 Disdrometer Observations

Figure 24 displays composite Parsivel disdrometer observations of DM and log10(NT )

from PIPS 1A, PIPS 2A, and PIPS 2B between 2000 UTC 26 August and 1200 UTC

27 August. PIPS 1A experienced the western portion of the eyewall before becoming

non-operational near 0700 UTC 27 August. log10(NT ) ranged from 2.0 to 3.25 m−3,

corresponding to a DM of 0.5-1.5 mm translating to a high concentration of small

drops, particularly in the western portion of the inner core. The largest DM (> 2.0

mm) observed by PIPS 1A occurred as the spiral rainbands embedded in the outer

core moved over the disdrometer after 0300 UTC.

PIPS 2A sampled the outer core from 0300-0530 UTC 27 August and primarily

measured drop sizes below 1.5 mm, with the greatest log10(NT ) of 2.0-2.5 m−3 occur-

ring with DM less than 1.0 mm. PIPS 2A observed a broader drop size distribution

as the inner core moved over the station after 0525 UTC 27 August, with the largest

values of log10(NT ) near 3.0 m−3 occurring with drop sizes less than 1.0 mm, implying

a high total concentration of small drops in the inner core and eastern eyewall. The

outer periphery of the inner core was sampled by PIPS 2B after 0430 UTC 27 August,

which measured the highest log10(NT ) values of 3.0 m−3 coincident with a small drop

size of 0.5-1.0 mm. Larger drops of 2.0-2.5 mm were observed at this time in the inner

core, but at a lower total concentration of 1.5-2.0 m−3. The drop size distribution was

also much broader in the inner core compared to the outer core environment before

0330 UTC.
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Figure 25 shows DM gradually increasing from approximately 0.75 mm around

0100 UTC 27 August to near 1.5 mm at 0300 UTC 27 August as the outer core

began to move over PIPS 1A. DM then rapidly increased to values as high as 4.0

mm within the western portion of the inner core and eyewall. This may be positively

skewed towards a higher DM as a broader drop size distribution was observed after

the inner core moved over the observation site. PIPS 2A observed similar values of

0.5-1.5 mm in the outer core environment before measuring DM values in the 1.0-4.0

mm range in the inner core, which is consistent with a broadening of the drop size

distribution after the inner core moved over this disdrometer after 0530 UTC. PIPS

2B observed similar DM values of 0.5-2.0 mm in the outer core increasing to values of

1.5-4.0 mm after 0430 UTC as the disdrometer began to sample the inner core. Figure

26 illustrates the time series of log10(Nw) from each PIPS, and measured the values

as high as 4.0 m−3 mm−1 in regions of the inner core and eyewall, while the outer

core and outer rainbands were characterized by lower values ranging from 2.0-3.75

m−3 mm−1 implying a lower drop concentration.

ZH and ZDR were derived from the PIPS PSD moments to provide a direct com-

parison with the SR1-P observations and the GPM DPR PSD algorithm (Fig. 27

and Fig. 28). PIPS 1A observed ZH values of 0-30 dBZ and ZDR of 0-1 dB as it

experienced the outer rainbands before 0300 UTC 27 August as it experienced peri-

odic precipitation and a DM < 2.5mm. ZH rapidly increased to 30-45 dBZ and ZDR

increased to 1-2 dB in the outer core after 0300 UTC, with the highest values of 50-60
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dBZ (ZH) and 1-2.5 dB (ZDR) occurring in the western eyewall before 0700 UTC.

PIPS 2A sampled a ZH as high as 45 dBZ in the outer core of Laura before measuring

peak values of 50-55 dBZ in the inner core and eyewall after 0530 UTC, with ZDR

increasing to 1-2.0 dB, indicating an increase in drop size. As PIPS 2B sampled the

inner core, the highest ZH values of 45-55 dBZ were observed until 0730 UTC 27

August. However the larger values of ZDR from all PIPS may be positively-biased

by the larger drop sizes of 2.0-3.0 mm at a lower concentration that the disdrometer

measured as ZDR is independent of drop concentration (Kumjian 2013a). Further,

ZH from SR1-P is higher than the estimated ZH from PIPS 2B, which may be due to

the radar sampling at a beam height of approximately 0.2 km over the disdrometer.

One potential explanation for this difference is larger drops within the broader beam

of the radar may not be sampled by the smaller footprint of PIPS 2B, whereas the

low concentration of these larger drops acts to positively-bias ZH from SR1-P.

3.5 Discussion

Hurricane Laura provided a unique opportunity and novel dataset to quantify drop

size distribution characteristics in different portions of a landfalling tropical cyclone

using ground radar observations, space-borne radar retrievals, and disdrometer mea-

surements. Prior research has examined the microphysical signatures in different

regions of landfalling TCs using ground and space-borne radar observations (e.g.,

Didlake and Kumjian 2017b; Feng and Bell 2019; DeHart and Bell 2020; Homeyer
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et al. 2021a; Brauer et al. 2021), however the use of disdrometer observations were

not incorporated in order to verify PSD quantities and provide a direct comparison

to estimations from remote sensing platforms as these retrievals were unavailable.

Ground radar observations from SR1-P exhibited the greatest increase in ZH

and ZDR towards the surface below the melting layer from 0430-0700 UTC which

are signatures of collision-coalescence dominant precipitation (e.g., Carr et al. 2017;

Porcacchia et al. 2019). This occurred primarily in the inner core and western eyewall,

and can be seen on both the composite RHI scans (Fig. 18d and 18e) and CVPs (Fig.

19a and 19b). Within the outer core and rainbands of Laura before 0330 UTC at

the location of SR1-P, ZH decreased with height below the melting layer while ZDR

increased slightly, which is consistent with evaporation and/or drop breakup (Fig. 19a

and 19b). The GPM DPR overpass at 0301 UTC 27 August shows KuPR and DM

increasing towards the surface in the eyewall at an along-track distance of 100-175

km which is indicative of collision-coalescence and/or a balance between collision-

coalescence and drop breakup (Fig. 20b and 20c). Further, in the region of the outer

core at an along track distance of 200-300 km, KuPR remains constant below the 0oC

isotherm, indicating the presence of evaporation or drop breakup (Fig. 20b). PIPS

2B was located in proximity to the location of the along-track cross section from

the DPR (Fig. 20a), and measured a DM near 1.5 mm at the time of the overpass.

This value of DM is similar to the 1.75 mm that the DPR algorithm extracted at an

along-track distance of 260 km (Fig. 20c). Further, the DPR algorithm estimated a
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log10(NW ) value of 3.5 m−3 mm−1 at the same along-track distance which is higher

than the log10(NT ) value of 2.5-3.0 m−3 which was observed at the same drop size

of 1.0 mm by the PIPS (Fig. 20d and Fig. 25c), and temporally collocated with a

log10(NW ) value of 3.5 m−3 mm−1 estimated by the PIPS (Fig. 26). This indicates

that the DPR may be overestimating the drop number concentration in the outer

core of Laura prior to landfall.

The post-landfall DPR overpass occurred at 1246 UTC 27 August (Fig. 21),

shortly after PIPS 2A and PIPS 2B stopped operating near 1200 UTC. During this

time, the inner core of Laura had progressed inland, with both disdrometers being

situated in the outer rainband environment. Figure 21b illustrates that KuPR is pri-

marily constant towards the surface within the warm cloud layer outside of the inner

core, with DM ranging from 1.5 to 2.0 mm (Fig. 21c) and log10(NW ) near 3.5 m−3

mm−1 (Fig. 21d). At an along-track distance of 200-260 km in the inner core, KuPR

increased from 35 dBZ at 0oC isotherm, to 50 dBZ near the surface, implying collision-

coalescence and/or a balance between collision-coalescence and drop breakup. DM

also increased from 1.25-1.50 mm near the melting layer, to 1.75-2.00 mm near the

surface with the highest values of log10(NW ) of 4.5 m−3 mm−1. While the highest

drop concentrations in the eyewall is consistent with prior studies (e.g., Didlake Jr.

and Kumjian 2018; Homeyer et al. 2021a), the constant values of log10(Nw) is likely a

non-physical assumption of the DPR PSD algorithm as hydrometeor concentration is

known to change with height through vertical profiles of ZH and KDP (e.g., Carr et al.
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2017; Brauer et al. 2020). Figure 22 displays the comparison of KuPR percentiles

from the pre-landfall overpass and the post-landfall overpass. At the 75th and 95th

percentiles, the increase in KuPR towards the surface at 0301 UTC is greater than the

slopes at 1246 UTC. This suggests that the magnitude of collision-coalescence domi-

nant precipitation decreased from pre-landfall to post-landfall, which is also reflected

in the smaller DM values < 1.0 mm after 0930 UTC 27 August that were observed

by PIPS 2A and PIPS 2B, indicating the increased presence of drop breakup or evap-

oration (i.e., non-CC processes). Further, the highest values of log10(Nw) of 2.5-4.0

mm−3 occurred after 0900 UTC 27 August as well (Fig. 26), which is consistent with

a higher magnitude of drop breakup and/or a balance between collision-coalescence

and drop breakup, translating to a smaller mean drop size. While dominant precipi-

tation processes in different portions of the storm are known to vary, both along-track

cross-sections were computed through regions of the inner core and outer core, there-

fore the along-track percentiles of KuPR shown are consistent with showing a decrease

in the frequency of collision-coalescence processes from pre-landfall to post-landfall

(Fig. 22).

While there are limitations when comparing observations of ZH and ZDR from

disdrometers to ground radars (i.e. such as radar beam height increasing with range),

disdrometers have been historically used to calibrate remote sensing platforms (e.g.,

Martner 1977; Lee and Zawadzki 2006). As PIPS 2A was close in proximity to SR1-

P, a time series of ZH and ZDR from the ground radar provides a direct comparison
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between both observational platforms (Fig. 27, Fig. 28). As all PIPSs was located in

the inner core and eyewall after 0530 UTC 27 August, the disdrometer observations

estimated ZH values of 35-50 dBZ, with the greatest values occurring from 0530-0730

UTC 27 August (Fig. 27). Additionally, SR1-P observed lower values of ZH by

approximately 3-5 dBZ over PIPS 1A, potentially due to additional drop growth via

collision-coalescence below radar beam height measured by the PIPS, especially in

the inner core region after 0500 UTC. This difference may also be caused by the ZH

T-matrix calculation from the raw PSD retrievals.

A comparison of ZDR between SR1-P and the PIPSs (Fig. 28) illustrates ad-

ditional differences. ZDR initially ranged from 0.5-1.0 dB after 0330 UTC before

increasing to as high as 1.5-2.0 dB at 0500 UTC in the inner core. These values are

higher than SR1-P ZDR values which primarily vary from 0.0-1.0 dB. The maximum

SR1-P ZDR values of 0.5-1.5 dB occurred after 0500 UTC as SR1-P sampled the eye-

wall. As ZDR is independent of number concentration, this negative bias from SR1-P

may be caused by additional drop growth towards the surface as the beam height

from SR1-P is approximately 900 m above the surface from PIPS 1A, 100 m above

the surface from PIPS 2A, and 200 m above the surface from PIPS 2B. This is an

additional source of uncertainty when computing ZDR from the PIPS observations.
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3.6 Conclusions

The mobile ground-radar observations, two GPM DPR overpasses, and three dis-

drometers were able to sample Hurricane Laura before, during, and after landfall

as it impacted southwestern Louisiana from 26-27 August 2020. Both SR1-P and

the GPM DPR observed signatures associated with collision-coalescence before and

during landfall, with ZH , ZDR, and KuPR all increasing towards the surface below

the melting layer which is indicative of drop growth. The PIPS observed a gradual

increase in drop size up to landfall as the inner core moved onshore, as DM increased

from 1.0 mm to as high as 4.0 mm in the eyewall, with values decreasing to below 1.0

mm post-landfall. The GPM DPR observed similar signatures of the magnitude of

collision-coalescence decreasing from pre-landfall to post-landfall, with a decreasingly

negative slope of KuPR at the 95th percentile within the warm cloud layer towards the

surface, implying an increased presence of drop breakup between both overpasses. Ad-

ditionally, the larger range in KuPR in addition to a deeper bright-band indicates that

more convection was present in the pre-landfall overpass, whereas the post-landfall

DPR overpass illustrated the presence of more stratiform precipitation with some

embedded convection. It was also found that prior to landfall, the DPR algorithm

may be overestimating log10(NW ) by 0.5-1.0 m−3 mm−1 in comparison to the PIPS,

resulting in differences in drop number concentration between both retrieval methods.

These results are similar to prior work from Huang et al. (2021) who compared DPR

retrievals to disdrometer observations during the summer monsoon season in China.
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One potential reason for the DPR PSD algorithm overestimating log10(Nw) com-

pared to the PIPS is that the near-surface retrievals have been corrected for attenua-

tion (https://www.eorc.jaxa.jp/GPM/doc/algorithm/ATBD_DPR_V07A.pdf). Fu-

ture work can use disdrometer observations to correct for this assumption made by

the DPR PSD algorithm to more accurately quantify DM and log10(NW ) at the sur-

face in TCs. Last, ZH and ZDR from the PIPS were larger than the SR1-P retrievals,

which may be due to additional drop growth via collision-coalescence below radar

beam height.

Although it is a challenging task to deploy a mobile radar and multiple disdrom-

eters in a landfalling TC, future studies should examine similar observations from all

retrieval methods in order to determine if similar differences and similarities exist in

TCs between ground radars, space-borne radar, and disdrometers to obtain a larger

sample size. Further, one could incorporate S-band radar observations if available, as

the KLCH WSR-88D become non-operational shortly before landfall. One additional

avenue for future work would be to quantify and compare the derived rainfall rates

using the polarimetric ground radar observations, the DPR-derived surface rainfall

rate, and precipitation rates derived from the PIPS retrievals. This work can also be

used to improve the DPR PSD algorithm, particularly in TCs. An additional limita-

tion of this study is that each retrieval method sampled different portions of the TC

at different times, therefore a denser observation network would be ideal to collect

observations at different locations to provide a more detailed sample of different drop
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size distribution moments.

Figure 15: Z-Zdr Parameter Space developed by Kumjian et al. (2012) that uses

vertical changes in ZH and ZDR within the warm cloud layer to identify dominant

precipitation processes. Positive changes indicate values of ZH and ZDR increasing

towards the surface below the melting layer.
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Figure 16: Raw image of 0.5o ZH at 0553 UTC 27 August, shortly before the KLCH

WSR-88D went down. Overlaid are the locations of the 4 PIPS, SR1-P, and the

KLCH WSR-88D. Additionally, HURDAT2 best track points are shown in magenta

to illustrate the track of Laura (HURDAT). The 100 km and 250 km range rings are

centered on the storm center at the time of the PPI.
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Figure 17: PPIs of ZH from SR1-P at 0230 UTC (a) and 0525 UTC (b) on 27 August

during the times of both RHI composites in Figure 4. The black lines denote the

locations of each RHI cross-section of 70 km.
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Figure 18: Time averaged mean ZH , ZDR, and ρhv from SR1-P at an azimuth angle of

160o from 0211-0259 UTC on 27 August (a) and at an azimuth angle of 220o at 0510-

0541 UTC on 27 August (b). Precipitation processes are inferred from the change in

ZH and ZDR towards the surface below the melting layer.
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Figure 19: Columnar-vertical profiles (CVPs) of ZH , ZDR, ρhv, and KDP from SR1-P

from 0200-1000 UTC 27 August. Precipitation processes are inferred from the change

in ZH and ZDR towards the surface below the melting layer, with increases towards

the surface implying collision-coalescence.
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Figure 20: GPM DPR overpass at 0301 UTC 27 August (pre-landfall) showing

attenuation-corrected near surface Ku-band reflectivity and PIPSs locations (a), ver-

tical profiles of Ku-band reflectivity (b), mean drop diameter (c), and normalized

intercept parameter (d). Vertical cross-sections are taken along track from the star.

The dashed black line represents the 0oC isotherm.
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Figure 21: GPM DPR overpass at 1246 UTC 27 August (post-landfall) showing

attenuation-corrected near surface Ku-band reflectivity and PIPSs locations (a), ver-

tical profiles of Ku-band reflectivity (b), mean drop diameter (c), and normalized

intercept parameter (d). Vertical cross-sections are taken along track from the star.

The dashed black line represents the 0oC isotherm.
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Figure 22: Along-track quantiles of KuPR at 0301 UTC 27 August pre-landfall (a)

and 1246 UTC 27 August post-landfall (b). The dashed line represents the along-track

mean 0oC isotherm.
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Figure 23: 850-200 mb environmental wind shear and 200 mb streamlines from 1800

UTC 26 August to 1200 UTC 27 August.
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Figure 24: Drop diameter and log10(NT ) from PIPS 1A (a), 2A (b), and 2B (c) from

2000 UTC 26 August to 1200 UTC 27 August. The red line represents the separation

of the outer core from the inner core while the magenta line represents the time of

the pre-landfall GPM DPR overpass (0301 UTC).
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Figure 25: DM from PIPS 1A (a), 2A (b), and 2B (c) from 2000 UTC 26 August to

1200 UTC 27 August. The red line represents the separation of the outer core from

the inner core while the magenta line represents the time of the pre-landfall GPM

DPR overpass (0301 UTC). The green cirles represent the near-surface value of DM

from the pre-landfall GPM DPR overpass.
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Figure 26: log10(NW ) from PIPS 1A (a), 2A (b), and 2B (c) from 2000 UTC 26

August to 1200 UTC 27 August. The red line represents the separation of the outer

core from the inner core while the magenta line represents the time of the pre-landfall

GPM DPR overpass (0301 UTC). The green cirles represent the near-surface value

of log10(NW ) from the pre-landfall GPM DPR overpass.
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Figure 27: ZH from PIPS 1A (a), 2A (b), and 2B (c) from 2000 UTC 26 August

to 1200 UTC 27 August. The red line represents the separation of the outer core

from the inner core while the magenta line represents the time of the pre-landfall

GPM DPR overpass (0301 UTC). The green cirles represents the near-surface value

of KuPR from the pre-landfall GPM DPR overpass. The thin red line indicates ZH

from SR1-P over the location of each corresponding PIPS.
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Figure 28: ZDR from PIPS 1A, 2A, and 2B from 2000 UTC 26 August to 1200 UTC

27 August. The red line represents the separation of the outer core from the inner core

while the magenta line represents the time of the pre-landfall GPM DPR overpass

(0301 UTC). The thin red line indicates ZDR from SR1-P over the location of each

corresponding PIPS.
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Table 1: Table with PIPS locations, and starting time

PIPS Number Latitude Longitude Starting Time

PIPS1A 30.224910 -93.518746 1942 UTC

PIPS1B 30.26642 -93.359979 2019 UTC

PIPS2A 30.245168 -92.928744 2206 UTC

PIPS2B 30.246739 -92.739726 2148 UTC
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4 Chapter 4: Precipitation Microphysics in Trop-

ical Cyclones: A Global Perspective

4.1 Introduction

Excessive precipitation in landfalling TCs poses a threat to life and property (Rap-

paport 2014), and plays a key role in the Earth’s water cycle (Franco-Dı́az et al.

2019). TCs can be particularly destructive if landfall occurs in low-lying areas prone

to storm surge and long-duration flooding (e.g., Mori et al. 2014; Brauer et al. 2020;

Islam Fahim et al. 2021). Further, TCs have an impact on the global radiation bud-

get since they release large quantities of latent heat through deep moist convection

(Kuo 1965), resulting in upper-tropospheric outgoing longwave radiation (Smith and

Toumi 2020). Last, precipitation processes and structure are often misrepresented in

numerical models which poses an additional challenge in forecasting operations (e.g,

McFarquhar et al. 2006; Chen and Gopalakrishnan 2014; Hristova-Veleva et al. 2021).

Thus, it is important to better understand cloud and precipitation physics in TCs.

Precipitation processes in TCs are largely tied to characteristics of the synoptic-

scale environment such as 850-200 mb vertical wind shear, mid-level relative humid-

ity, storm motion, and ocean heat content (e.g., Gray 1968; DeMaria et al. 2001).

After tropical cyclogenesis and the formation of a radius of maximum wind, precip-

itation microphysics in the inner core, principal rainband, and eyewall are dictated

by the cyclonic vortex whereas the outer rainband precipitation characteristics are
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more dependent on the large-scale ambient environment (Houze 2010). Wingo and

Cecil (2010) determined that eyewall asymmetries are dependent on the magnitude

of the deep-layer shear vector in addition to TC intensity, with the largest asym-

metries occurring in instances of strong shear, with strong TCs being more resilient

to environmental vertical wind shear. Additionally, Lonfat et al. (2004) found that

TC asymmetries are also a function of geographic location and storm intensity. It

has been observed that warm rain processes such as collision-coalescence and drop

breakup are most prevalent in the eyewall, where hydrometeors can fall out of the

TC before transitioning to the ice-phase aloft (Marks and Houze 1987). However

ice-phase processes do exist in this region of the TC, where graupel formation can

occur and melt to form rain below the freezing level (Houze 2010). Further, aggre-

gates are also typically present in the eyewall, and can get advected further downwind

at greater radii by outflow (Black and Hallett 1986). These ice particles contribute

to seeder-feeder processes in areas outside the eyewall, and lead to the presence of

a bright-band in stratiform precipitation as they melt below the freezing level (Jor-

gensen 1984; Black and Hallett 1986). Supercooled liquid water content is typically

lower in a TC compared to mid-latitude precipitation systems and is found primarily

on the inner edge of the eyewall within the −5oC - 0oC layer (e.g., Black and Hallett

1986; Houze 2010; Laurencin et al. 2020a).

Numerous field campaigns have been conducted to better understand precipitation

structure and processes in TCs, often using aircraft observations and airborne radar
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(e.g., Marks and Houze 1984; Marks and Houze 1987; Aberson et al. 2006). Marks

and Houze (1987) analyzed precipitation trajectories in Hurricane Alicia (1983) using

airborne radar reflectivity data and determined that 30-50% of the precipitation in

TCs is stratiform. Jorgensen and Willis (1982) collected hydrometeor size observa-

tions to determine a more representative Z-R relationship in TCs, and found that

the most representative expression to estimate rainfall rates in a TC is Z = 300R1.5.

While in-situ and airborne radar observations of precipitation in TCs are useful for

understanding precipitation microphysics, it is expensive and logistically difficult to

sample TCs on a global scale using this sampling method, making other remote sens-

ing techniques more practical.

Observing TCs at all phases is a challenge as ground radar networks are non-

existent over the open ocean, and can be lacking in spatial coverage over much

of the Earth’s landmasses, making satellite-borne radar retrievals useful for sam-

pling precipitation globally (Simpson et al. 1996; Hou et al. 2014; Skofronick-Jackson

et al. 2017). Prior work from Porcacchia et al. (2019) used vertical profiles of KuPR

and KaPR from the NASA Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission dual-

frequency precipitation radar (DPR) to diagnose cloud properties to infer the presence

of collision-coalescence (CC) or non-collision coalescence dominant precipitation (i.e.

drop breakup) below the 0oC isotherm. They found that CC events are associated

with negative slopes of KuPR and KaPR towards the surface, whereas non-CC events

are characterized by positive slopes of KuPR/KaPR in the same layer. This is sim-
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ilar to the approach used by Carr et al. (2017) that used vertical profiles of radar

reflectivity factor (ZH) and differential reflectivity (ZDR) from ground-based S-band

radars to diagnose CC and non-CC events in the United States.

Specifically focusing on radar observations in TCs, Houze (2010) analyzed CFADs

of reflectivity from the NASA Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) KuPR

in five TCs, and found a mixture of convective and stratiform precipitation elements

in the eyewall, inner core region, and outer rainband environment. Further, the eye-

wall CFAD illustrates a distribution that is clustered around the mode in KuPR,

while the outer rainband CFAD shows the greatest range in reflectivity. Using the

GPM DPR, Huang and Chen (2019) analyzed four years of TCs in the Northwestern

Pacific Ocean and found a positive correlation between high precipitation efficiency

and increases in KuPR and mass-weighted mean drop diameter (DM) towards the

surface within the warm cloud layer which is consistent with CC-dominant precipi-

tation (e.g., Carr et al. 2017; Porcacchia et al. 2019; Brauer et al. 2021). Further,

both Didlake Jr. and Kumjian (2018) and Laurencin et al. (2020b) investigated S-

band polarimetric radar signatures in Hurricanes Matthew (2016) and Irma (2017),

and found size-sorting signatures in the left and right front quadrants of the eyewall

with large concentrations of smaller drops being advected cyclonically by the vortex.

The combination of ground-based and space-borne radar observations has led to an

improved understanding of TC dynamics and dominant precipitation processes in

various parts of the storm.
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Understanding the structure and evolution of precipitation processes in TCs is

crucial as they can produce catastrophic flooding in highly populated regions. Thus,

an improved understanding of precipitation structure in TCs will allow for more

accurate numerical simulations and forecasting of precipitation in these events (Fovell

and Su 2007; Hristova-Veleva et al. 2021). This study will offer a novel approach to

analyzing TCs before, during, and after landfall on a global scale using the GPM DPR

to investigate vertical profiles of KuPR to gain insight into dominant precipitation

processes in each event. Thus, it is hypothesized that the aforementioned precipitation

processes will vary at different distances in the TC, will vary in each 850-250 hPa

shear-relative quadrant, and by TC ocean basin. One potential reason for the global

variation in precipitation microphysics in TCs is the spatial and seasonal variability

in 850-200 hPa vertical wind shear and total integrated tropospheric moisture (e.g.,

Kimball 2006; Wingo and Cecil 2010; Wu et al. 2015). Further, in a shear-relative

framework, it is hypothesized that the maximum sample size of KuPR profiles in the

eyewall will be in the downshear left quadrant, as this area typically experiences a

maximum in rainfall reagrdless of the magnitude of environmental vertical wind shear

(e.g., Chen et al. 2006; Houze 2010).
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4.2 Data and Methods

4.2.1 IBTrACS and SHIPS

To determine the time, location, and intensity of all TCs between 2014-2020 on a

global scale, the International Best Track Archive for Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS)

database was used (Knapp et al. 2010; Knapp, Kenneth R. and Diamond, Howard J.

and Kossin, James P. and Kruck, Michael C. and Schreck, Carl J. III 2018). After

each TC has dissipated, IBTrACS uses storm reports from sources such as buoys,

aircraft, and ground radar to estimate storm center location and intensity in 3 hour

increments (Knapp, Kenneth R. and Diamond, Howard J. and Kossin, James P. and

Kruck, Michael C. and Schreck, Carl J. III 2018). The IBTrACS database includes

all TCs from 1840-present. More information on the IBTrACS algorithm to esti-

mate storm characteristics can be found at https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/products/

international-best-track-archive?name=bib. The SHIPS shear vector orienta-

tion that was chosen for each event corresponds to the time closest to the GPM DPR

overpass and the point closest to the IBTrACS coordinates.

4.2.2 GPM DPR

DPR overpasses were matched with TC track points within 3 hours of each IBTrACS

data point from 2014-2020 using PyOrbital (Crew 2018), with points over land and

locations poleward of 45o N/S neglected in order to minimize potential extratropical

and land interaction characteristics. As some overpasses occurred between IbTrACS
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coordinates, the closest time was used in conjunction with the DPR overpass in

order to avoid duplicate cases. Only cases where the difference between the DPR

overpass time and the IBTrACS storm center time was less than 0.5 hours were

retained. The distribution of time differences between the IBTrACS storm center

and GPM DPR overpass coordinates are displayed in Figure 29. Vertical profiles of

along-track attenuation-corrected KuPR at all 49 angles were collected in each shear-

relative quadrant of all TCs when available to gain insight into dominant precipitation

processes and how precipitation characteristics vary by TC basin. When shear vector

data were unavailable, each storm was partitioned into the eyewall region (< 15km),

inner core region (< 60km) relative to the storm center. Although the radius of

maximum wind is known to vary by storm, an objective, non-adaptive method was

chosen to partition each storm into each region to minimize subjective biases and

potential subtleties in TC structure that the DPR was unable to capture.

CC-dominant precipitation was identified by profiles were KuPR increased to-

wards the surface below the melting layer (e.g., Porcacchia et al. 2019; Brauer et al.

2021). Further non-CC profiles (i.e. drop breakup, size-sorting, and evaporation)

were characterized when KuPR decreases towards the surface within the warm cloud

layer. In each case, the warm cloud layer was defined as the -1 to -3 km layer that was

normalized with respect to the GPM DPR estimated 0oC isotherm. This layer was

chosen to reduce contamination from the bright-band above and the clutter region

(due to attenuation) below. To quantify ice-phase microphysical processes, vertical
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slopes of KuPR in the normalized altitude layer of 1 to 4 km were computed and

plotted as probability density functions (PDFs). To better quantify the dominant

precipitation processes in different regions of each TC, a linear regression was per-

formed within the warm cloud layer and the ice-phase precipitation layer to determine

the slope of KuPR. Cases were omitted in this analysis when the DPR overpass failed

to sample any portion of the inner core. The following number of samples cases from

each TC region and shear-relative quadrant are presented in Table 2.

Once all slopes were computed for both types of cases, PDFs were plotted to

illustrate the variability of KuPR in different TC annului and shear-relative quadrants

and how they vary by TC ocean basin. To quantify the vertical extent of precipitation

in each shear-relative quadrant of TCs, PDFs of echo top heights from the GPM DPR

algorithm were also illustrated to provide a comparison between each ocean basin. In

the DPR algorithm, echo top heights are derived from the highest range bin where

KuPR is detected beyond the sensitivity of 18 dBZ.

4.2.3 ERA-5

ECMWF ERA-5 data was used to plot boreal winter (DJF) and summer (JJA) com-

posites of total integrated water vapor and 850-200 mb wind shear from 2014-2020 to

quantify the seasonal and global variation in variables that can influence TC structure

and evolution. ERA-5 data has 137 vertical levels, a 3 hour temporal resolution, and

a horizontal grid spacing of 37 km (Hersbach et al. 2019b).
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Large-Scale Environmental Influences on TC Structure and Precip-

itation Processes

Figure 30 illustrates the collocation of each GPM DPR overpass with the IBTrACS

TC center database for all cases with 850-200 hPa wind shear data provided by the

SHIPS database (Fig. 30a) and for all cases where shear data is not available (Fig.

30b), where cases were identified and analyzed based off storm annuli and distance

from the TC center. Each DPR overpass was partitioned into 6 ocean basins: East-

Central Pacific Ocean (ECPAC), Southern Pacific Ocean (SPAC), Atlantic Ocean

(ATL), Northern Indian Ocean (NIND), Southern Indian Ocean (SIND), and North-

west Pacific Ocean (NWPAC). It can be seen that the majority of TC cases sampled

by the DPR occurred in the Northwest Pacific (17 cases) and East-Central Pacific (13

cases) ocean basins. This is partially consistent with observations of TCs from the

Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) (Jiang et al. 2011) who investigated

the temporal climatology of rainfall in TCs globally. To advance this work and to

better understand how TC structure and microphysics vary globally, Figure 31 shows

seasonal composites of mean total integrated water vapor (TWV) from 2014-2020

during the boreal winter (Fig. 31a) and boreal summer (Fig. 31b). It is evident

that during the boreal winter, the SPAC region generally experiences higher values of

TWV ( 55 kg m−2) compared to the SIND region that typically sees values of 50 kg

m−2 or lower. During boreal summer, mean TWV is maximized from 55-60 kg m−2
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in eastern portions of the NIND basin, western portions of the NWPAC basin, and

in the southeastern ECPAC basin, particularly along the intertropical convergence

zone. There is an evident contrast between these regions of relatively high TWV and

a region of lower TWV in the ATL ocean basin, ranging from 45-50 kg m−2 indicating

lower values of tropospheric moisture. These drier conditions are known to have an

impact on TC development, structure, and evolution as areas of enhanced TWV rel-

ative to the storm center are known to produce asymmetries in the inner core region

(e.g., Kimball 2006; Wu et al. 2015). For this reason and as it was more broadly

stated in the introduction, vertical profiles of KuPR in regions of greater TWV are

hypothesized to be more consistent with CC-dominant precipitation, whereas regions

of lower TPW are expected to have more profiles reflective of non-CC precipitation

(i.e. evaporation and drop breakup). Further, as prior studies have shown, 850-200

hPa vertical wind shear is also known to largely influence TC structure, especially

asymmetries in the inner core and ultimately precipitation processes (e.g., Knaff et al.

2004; Wingo and Cecil 2010; Didlake Jr. and Kumjian 2018; Laurencin et al. 2020b).

Figure 32 shows seasonal composites of 850-200 hPa vertical wind shear during

boreal winter (Fig. 32a) and boreal summer (Fig. 32b). During boreal winter and

Southern Hemisphere TC season (Pillay and Fitchett 2021), mean deep-layer vertical

wind shear primarily ranges from 5-25 knots across all ocean basins, particularly be-

tween 15oN and 25oS. One exception is the eastern portion of the SPAC basin, where

850-200 hPa shear typically exceeds 25 knots, which is unfavorable for TCgenesis
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(e.g., Elsberry and Jeffries 1996). This region also typically experiences sea-surface

temperatures below the 27oC threshold necessary for TC formation (e.g., Song and

Zhang 2016), which explains why there are no TCs in this portion of the SPAC ocean

basin in the GPM DPR dataset. During the boreal summer (Fig. 32b), both the EC-

PAC and ATL basins typically experience shear ranging from 10-25 knots, where the

region around the Hawaiian Islands and northeast towards California climatologically

has higher vertical wind shear in excess of 25 knots.

4.3.2 Annulus Cases

As 850-200 hPa shear data were unavailable for 31 of the 59 total cases, annuli vertical

profiles of KuPR in the liquid phase were investigated and partitioned into 4 different

regions relative to the TC center: Eyewall (< 15 km), inner core (15 km < 60 km),

outer core (60 km < 115 km) and outer rainbands (115 km < 200 km). While these

different regions will certainly vary by TC precipitation structure and asymmetries

(e.g., Chen et al. 2006; Wingo and Cecil 2010; Didlake Jr. and Kumjian 2018), a

fixed objective and automated methodology was chosen for this analysis, thus being

one limitation of this work.

PDFs of vertical slopes of attenuation-corrected KuPR (Fig. 33a-33b) and uncor-

rected KuPR in the liquid phase were plotted to show potential differences of how the

DPR attenuation-correction algorithm influences the distributions of vertical slopes

of KuPR (Fig. 33c-33d). The mode for CC-dominant precipitation in the eyewall
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for the attenuation-corrected profiles of KuPR in the eyewall is −0.35 dBZ km−1.

For non-CC dominant precipitation (i.e. drop breakup or evaporation), the mode is

0.4-0.5 dBZ km−1. The ocean basins with the highest density of CC-dominant pro-

files of KuPR are the NWPAC and ATL ocean basins, whereas the highest density of

non-CC dominant profiles fall within the NIND and SIND basins. In the inner core

region of all TCs examined, the mode associated with CC-dominant precipitation is

−0.30 dBZ km−1 in addition to a lower magnitude of mode associated with non-CC

dominant precipitation of 0.45 dBZ km−1.

When comparing the attenuation-corrected profiles to the uncorrected profiles

(Fig. 33c-33d), the eyewall shows the bimodal distribution being skewed towards

positive slopes of KuPR implying non-CC dominant precipitation, with the exception

of the ATL and SPAC basins which still tend to have a mode of −0.40 dBZ km−1

and −0.05 dBZ km−1 respectively. Both the NIND and SIND basins have a mode

characterized by positive slopes of KuPR ranging from 0.30-0.35 dBZ km−1, indicating

the increased presence of evaporation and drop breakup. In the inner core region (Fig.

33d), the distributions are largely bimodal, with the SIND basin having a mode of

−0.20 dBZ km−1. However, the overall distribution suggests that a combination of

CC and non-CC processes are prominent at this range from the storm center.

A direct comparison between the eyewall and the inner core region shows a similar

bimodal distribution, with the eyewall region containing greater maxima of positive

slopes compared to negative slopes, particularly in the NIND and SIND basins. In
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the inner core region, all TC ocean basins have a primary mode of −0.25 dBZ

km−1 with the exception of the NIND basin in the liquid phase which is uniformly

distributed with a mode of 0 dBZ km−1.

Figure 34 displays PDFs of the vertical slope of attenuation-corrected KuPR in the

ice phase for all annuli cases and TC ocean basins for both the eyewall (Fig. 34a) and

inner core (Fig. 34b) regions of all storms. As all annuli show bimodal distributions

of KuPR slopes, this implies that each region of the storm experiences a mixture of

processes resulting in hydrometeor growth (i.e. aggregation, riming, and deposition)

and reduction in hydrometeor size (i.e. ice multiplication or sublimation) (Porcacchia

et al. 2019). When examining closely, the mode amongst all distributions in the

eyewall (Fig. 34a) occurs at approximately −0.35 dBZ km−1, except for the NIND

cases where the mode is around 0.3 dBZ km−1, indicating a decrease in hydrometeor

size in the ice phase within this TC basin. For these cases, the ATL and NWPAC

basins had the highest density of negative slopes of KuPR in both the eyewall and

inner core regions of each storm, but also observed instances of positive slopes of

KuPR, indicating a mixture of both ice phase growth processes and means that lead

to a decrease in frozen hydrometeor size.

The slopes of uncorrected KuPR in the ice phase in the eyewall exhibit negative

slopes across the NWPAC, SPAC, ATL, and SIND basins, implying primarily ice

crystal growth through processes such as aggregation and riming. One exception is

the NIND ocean basin which has a mode of 0.1 dBZ km−1, indicating a decrease
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in hydrometeor size. One potential explanation for this difference may be due to

shallower convection in this region resulting in a shallower ice-phase layer, or aggre-

gates being advected radially outward from the eyewall (e.g., Houze 2010). In the

inner core region, profiles in all ocean basins are skewed towards negative slopes of

KuPR within the warm cloud layer, with the mode of approximately −0.35 dBZ km−1

which is indicative of hydrometeor growth. The ECPAC basin experienced a larger

mode closer to −0.15 dBZ km−1, potentially indicating the increased presence of ice

multiplication.

While investigating vertical profiles of KuPR in both the liquid and ice phase as a

function of distance from the storm center show primarily bimodal distributions with

both positive and negative slopes of KuPR (aside from some subtle differences), using

a shear-relative framework provides additional insight into precipitation processes and

structure in TCs (e.g., Didlake Jr. and Kumjian 2018; Laurencin et al. 2020a).

4.3.3 Shear-Relative Analysis

In addition to examining vertical profiles of KuPR as a function of distance from

the TC center, vertical profiles in each 850-200 hPa shear-relative quadrant were

investigated when these data were available from the SHIPS database. Figure 35

illustrates PDFs of vertical slopes of KuPR in the liquid phase in the eyewall within

each shear-relative quadrant for all TC basins that had vertical profiles at this distance

from the storm center. In both the downshear left (DL) and downshear right (DR)
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quadrants, the ECPAC, NWPAC, and SPAC have modes ranging from −0.45 dBZ

km−1 (SPAC) and −0.35 dBZ km−1 (ECPAC and NWPAC). While these values

are similar, the SPAC exhibits the greatest variance in all quadrants implying the

greatest variability of warm rain processes (i.e., CC, drop breakup, size-sorting, and

evaporation) in all portions of all storms. In the DR quadrant, the NWPAC and

ECPAC basins have similar modes of −0.1 to −0.25 dBZ km−1, with the SPAC

basin having a more uniform distribution with no evident peaks, implying a mixture

of CC and non-CC processes.

Figure 36 displays the slopes of KuPR in the liquid phase within each shear-

relative quadrant in the inner core region of all TCs examined. In the DL quadrant,

each ocean basin has a mode ranging from −0.45 to −0.20 dBZ km−1, with the

ATL basin having the highest degree of CC-dominant profiles, which is also true

in the other quadrants. Aside from the ATL basin, all other regions have bimodal

distributions with the primary mode being negative indicating CC, with a positive,

secondary mode, indicating the presence of additional non-CC processes in the inner

core region of the storm in all quadrants. One exception is the distribution of slopes

in the upshear left quadrant (UL) (Fig. 36c), where the primary mode in the SIND

basin is positive. This implies that non-CC processes such as evaporation and/or

drop breakup are the most prominent signatures. Further, in the upshear right (UR)

quadrant, the ECPAC, NWPAC, SPAC, and SIND regions all have a large variance

in slope ranging from −1.0 to 1.0 dBZ km−1, whereas the ATL basin peaks at 0.20
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dBZ km−1.

In the ice phase (Fig. 37), the DL, DR, and UL quadrants have modes associated

with negative slopes of KuPR and therefore translating to ice crystal growth in the

eyewall. The SPAC basin experiences the largest variance in KuPR slope in the

DL and UL quadrants, suggesting a greater variability in precipitation microphysics

leading to both hydrometeor growth (i.e. via aggregation) and a decrease in ice crystal

size such as ice multiplication whereas the NWPAC and ECPAC regions exhibit modes

of −0.35 to −0.30 dBZ km−1 in the DL, DR, and UL quadrants, implying ice crystal

growth. In the UR quadrant, the ECPAC basin has a mode of 0.00 dBZ km−1, which

indicates a balance between ice crystal growth and a reduction in ice hydrometeor size.

Further, the SPAC region shows a mode of −0.5 dBZ km−1, implying the prominence

of hydrometeor growth in the ice phase.

As shown in Figure 37, Figure 38 shows slopes of KuPR in the ice phase across

all shear-relative quadrants in the inner core region of all TCs.

When examining ice-phase precipitation processes in the inner core (Fig. 38), all

ocean basins have a mode corresponding to negative slopes of KuPR, with the ECPAC

and NWPAC basins being the most prominent. There also exists a smaller secondary

peak across each ocean basin with a mode of 0.45 dBZ km−1. While the DR, and UL

quadrants also have modes ranging from −0.1 to −0.5 dBZ km−1, with the exception

of the SIND basin in the UL quadrant, each secondary peak has a greater density in

these three quadrants relative to the DL quadrant. This implies a greater diversity
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of ice-phase processes (both resulting in growth and ice crystal fragmentation) in the

aforementioned quadrants of all TCs in each basins. Surprisingly, the SIND basin

experiences ice crystal breakup in the UL quadrant of the inner core region, which is

vastly different that the large positive mode of −0.35 dBZ km−1 in the ATL basin

indicating a high frequency of ice crystal growth. Last, the largest variance of slopes

of KuPR in the ice phase in the inner core region occured in the DR quadrant in the

NWPAC basin, indicating a large variability of cold cloud processes translating to

both ice phase hydrometeor growth and decrease in ice crystal size.

In order to quantify the depth of precipitating clouds in each quadrant, storm

region, and TC ocean basin, echo top heights from the GPM DPR algorithm are

illustrated in Figure 39 (eyewall region) and Figure 40 (inner core region). In the

eyewall, the ATL basin sees the greatest mode of echo top heights across all quadrants

relative to each basin, with typical values of 10.0-11.0 km. In the DL quadrant exhibits

the largest variance in echo top height compared to the other regions of the TC with

storm tops exceeding 15.0 km in various DPR footprints. The highest mean echo top

height occurs in the DL quadrant of all TCs, which is different than the results found

in Didlake and Kumjian 2017b which determined that most convective precipitation

occurred in the DR quadrant in Hurricane Arthur (2014). The greatest variance of

echo top heights was in the SPAC basin, particularly in the UL and UR quadrants

which experienced values as high as 20.0 km. The NWPAC basin observed the lowest

mean echo top heights, with modes below 10.0 km in all shear-relative quadrants.
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The largest consistency in the mode of echo top heights across all regions occurred in

the DR quadrant, with peaks ranging from 7.5 km to 11.0 km.

Figure 40 displays echo top heights in the inner core across all TC ocean basins

and shows considerable variability in values between quadrants and ocean basins, par-

ticularly in the UR quadrant. In the DL quadrant, the mode is clustered between 8.5

and 11.0 km, with the ATL basin experiencing the highest mode. The DR quadrant

exhibits similar characteristics, with the overall distribution being shifted towards

higher echo top height values, with the ATL basin having the largest mode of 11.5

km. The ATL region also has the largest mode in the UL quadrant of approximately

10.5 km, with the SPAC basin having the lowest mode of 8.0 km. This differs from

the UR quadrant where the ATL basin has a mode of 2.5 km, whereas the NWPAC

has the largest mode of 11.5 km. This suggests that TCs were asymmetric in the

ATL cases, with a lack of convection in the UR quadrant resulting in a lower mean

echo top height.

4.4 Discussion

It is important to understand precipitation processes in TCs as numerical models

struggle to properly capture the underlying bulk microphysics, which can ultimately

affect quantitative precipitation forecasts and proper resolution of TC intensity and

structure (Hristova-Veleva et al. 2021). Vertical profiles of KuPR in both the liquid

and ice phases displayed large variations in slopes in each shear-relative quadrant
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and TC basin, suggesting a mixture of processes leading to both hydrometeor growth

and a decrease in hydrometeor size. This is consistent with other TCs that exhibited

variability in precipitation processes which were a result of large-scale environmental

variables such as 850-200 hPa vertical wind shear, storm motion, and tropospheric

moisture (e.g., Didlake and Kumjian 2017b; Didlake Jr. and Kumjian 2018; Laurencin

et al. 2020a).

Investigation of vertical slopes of KuPR in the liquid phase by distance from the

TC center (Fig 33. and Fig 34.) show bimodal distributions with negative slopes

indicative of hydrometeor growth (i.e. collision-coalescence, riming, or aggregation

depending on the precipitation phase) or a decrease in hydrometeor size (i.e. evapora-

tion, size-sorting, breakup, and ice multiplication). This implies that a combination

of microphysical processes are occurring in different portions of TCs, which has also

been noted in prior work from Brauer et al. (2020), Laurencin et al. (2020a), and

Homeyer et al. (2021b). When partitioning each annulus of TCs into 850-200 hPa

shear-relative quadrants, more information and signatures relating to precipitation

microphysics are revealed in both the liquid phase and ice phase, which can then

be related to the large-scale environmental variables such as vertical wind shear and

tropospheric moisture.

In the liquid phase, the SPAC and ECPAC exhibited negative modes of KuPR

slopes in the eyewall, whereas the NWPAC basin observed slopes with a mode closer

to 0.0 dBZ km−1, particularly in the DL and DR quadrants (Fig. 35). One potential
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explanation for these differences across each TC ocean basin is the larger values of

850-200 hPa wind shear during the JJA months over the NWPAC basin, particularly

north of 20oN where shear values exceed 20 knots. The higher values of shear in

this region are known to result in TC asymmetries which can result in an increase in

evaporation and size-sorting processes (e.g., DeHart and Bell 2020; Laurencin et al.

2020a). The UR quadrant in the eyewall region had negative modes of KuPR slope

in the liquid phase corresponding to CC-dominant precipitation across all basins.

However some slopes of KuPR were positive, indicating the presence of drop breakup.

This is consistent with other observations in TCs which showed a balance between

CC and drop breakup in the eyewall region (McFarquhar and Black 2004).

The inner core region of TCs shows a bimodal distribution of slopes in the liquid

phase (Fig. 36), indicative of a mixture of CC and non-CC processes, which is likely

a reflection of this region containing both convective and stratiform precipitation.

The ATL region has negative modes in all quadrants indicating CC-dominant pre-

cipitation, whereas the SIND basin has a positive mode in the UL quadrant, with

an additional secondary positive mode in the DL and DR quadrants. A potential

reason for these differences is a higher magnitude of vertical wind shear in the SIND

basin during the DJF months, with values exceeding 25 knots south of 20o, whereas

the ATL basin typically observes lower shear values of 10-20 knots during the JJA

months. The ATL region also typically sees greater values of tropospheric moisture

compared to the SIND region (Fig. 31) especially in the Gulf of Mexico where values
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exceed 40 kg m−2. The higher values of tropospheric moisture in this region act to

minimize dry air entrainment and evaporation in TCs, resulting in a higher frequency

of negative slopes of KuPR in the liquid phase.

When examining slopes of KuPR in the ice phase, the DL, DR, and UL quadrants

show negative modes implying hydrometeor growth in the ice phase (Fig. 37). One

exception is the ECPAC basin showing a positive mode in the UR quadrant which

is indicative of ice multiplication and an overall decrease in ice crystal size. While

the majority of the profiles are reflective of ice crystal growth, TCs such as Hurricane

Laura (2020) have exhibited positive slopes of KuPR in the ice phase in certain regions

of the storm, translating to a decrease in hydrometeor size (Brauer et al. 2022). In

the inner core, modes are similar across all basins in the DL quadrant, with a bimodal

distribution in both the DR and UL quadrants. This implies that regardless of vertical

wind shear and tropospheric moisture, hydrometeor growth in the ice phase occurs

across all basins in the DL quadrant, which is consistent with the radar observations

discussed in Black and Hallett (1986). Further, the additional growth of precipitation

in the ice phase is also known to result in possible further TC intensification through

latent heat release (Black and Hallett 1986).

Figure 41 illustrates the spatial distribution of near-surface KuPR (Fig. 41a),

echo top height (Fig. 41b), vertical slope of KuPR in the liquid phase (Fig. 41c), and

vertical slope of KuPR in the ice phase (Fig. 41d) in a particular case in the ATL

basin. The maximum values of KuPR in the eyewall region ( 55-60 dBZ) were confined
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to the eastern half of the TC, and were located upwind from the maximum in echo top

height ( 14 km) in the northeastern eyewall. Assuming a direct relationship between

KuPR and rainfall rate at the surface, this is consistent with Hamada et al. (2015)

that found a weak correlation between the deepest convection and highest rainfall

rate at the surface in the tropics and subtropics. Figure 41c shows a bimodal spatial

distribution of both positive and negative slopes of KuPR in the warm cloud layer,

with a region of negative slopes encompassing the eastern half of the eyewall which is

indicative of CC or a balance between CC and drop breakup, and has been observed

in other TCs (e.g., Feng and Bell 2019). Feng and Bell (2019) also determined that

the largest median drop size was found in the region of the strongest updrafts. This

is consistent with a region of negative slopes of KuPR ( −0.5 dBZ km−1), which

is collocated with the highest echo tops of 14 km in the northern eyewall. Further,

KuPR is lower in the western portion of the storm with values of 30-50 dBZ and

are collocated with a region of positive slope of KuPR, implying the prescence of

evaporation, size-sorting, or drop breakup. While vertical profiles of KuPR in the ice

phase only existed primarily in the eyewall and principal rainband (Fig. 41b), the

distribution of slopes were almost entirely negative, indicating ice crystal growth.

An additional analysis of echo top heights can be directly related to precipitation

type in TCs (i.e. convective or stratiform) (Homeyer et al. 2021b), and can provide

insight into storm asymmetries and precipitation structure. In the eyewall, the highest

mean echo top heights in the SIND, ATL, and ECPAC basins occurred in the DL
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quadrant, whereas the NWPAC region has a mode of 2.5-3.0 km in this region, and

has a highest mean echo top height of approximately 9.0 km in the DR quadrant (Fig.

39). This suggests that larger asymmetries existed in the NWPAC region compared

to the SIND, ATL, and ECPAC basins. One explanation for this difference is that the

NWPAC region experiences a greater magnitude of vertical wind shear of 25-30 knots

north of 30oN, whereas the ECPAC, SIND, and ATL regions typically experience

lower values of shear ranging from 15-20 knots. The greater average 850-200 hPa

shear values in the NWPAC basin are known to contribute to asymmetries in TC

structure (e.g., DeMaria 1996; Black et al. 2002). Further, this suggests that weaker

convection and stratiform precipitation were more prominent in the NWPAC basin

whereas TCs in other regions contained deep convection in various parts of TCs.

Across all quadrants, the SPAC basin experienced the greatest variance in echo top

height, with tops as high as 20.0 km observed by the DPR in the DL, UL, and UR

quadrants indicating that this ocean basin had the deepest convection for all the cases

examined.

4.4.1 Limitations and Future Work

While this work provides a robust and objective method to utilize the GPM DPR to

investigate vertical profiles of KuPR to better understand precipitation processes in

TCs, there are some limitations of this work to be discussed. Figure 42 shows two TCs

in the ECPAC ocean basin that exhibit entirely different structure and corresponding
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intensity. Figure 42a has a rather compact eyewall and inner core region, whereas

Figure 42b has a broader inner core and an asymmetric structure where most of

the precipitation is confined to the eastern half of the storm. The IBTrACS storm

center is therefore much further away from most of the precipitation in Figure 42b,

resulting in most of the vertical profiles of KuPR to fall in the inner core region rather

than the eyewall region due to the aforementioned objective method to partition each

storm into various annuli relative to the storm center. Further, there are evident

differences in TC intensity between the two cases, which is another factor known

to influence TC precipitation structure (Lonfat et al. 2004). There are also obvious

differences between the attenuation-corrected KuPR distributions compared to the

uncorrected KuPR distributions between the eyewall and inner core regions. The

reason for these differences should be investigated in future work in order to improve

the DPR attenuation-correction algorithm in TCs.

4.5 Conclusions

The GPM DPR provides a unique opportunity to examine precipitation structure in

TCs on a global scale, particularly over the open ocean and other areas where ground

radar networks are non-existent. This study matched IBTrACS TC storm centers with

corresponding DPR overpasses and vertical slopes of attenuation-corrected KuPR and

uncorrected KuPR were examined in both the liquid phase and ice phase in different

annuli and shear-relative quadrants of TCs in 6 ocean basins. Vertical slopes of
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KuPR in the liquid phase were characterized as CC-dominant (negative slopes) and

non-CC dominant precipitation (positive slopes), with a similar framework in the

ice phase with negative slopes translating to ice crystal growth and positive slopes

corresponding to ice multiplication and a net decrease in hydrometeor size (Porcacchia

et al. 2019; Brauer et al. 2021). As hypothesized, precipitation processes varied by

TC ocean basin, distance from the storm center, and by shear-relative quadrant,

with the DL quadrant exhibiting the greatest frequency of negative slopes of KuPR,

indicating CC-dominant precipitation. Further, the ATL basin contained the highest

mean echo top height, with modes exceeding 10.0 km in the DL, DR, and Ul quadrants

indicating deep convection in these portions of the TCs examined. Differences in the

sign of slopes of KuPR by TC ocean basin were attributed to large-scale environmental

variables such as climatological 850-200 hPa vertical wind shear and total integrated

water vapor, which are known to influence TC structure and precipitation processes

(Gray 1968; DeMaria et al. 2001). Specifically, the SIND basin showed positive

modes of KuPR slope in the liquid phase, specifically in the UL quadrant which can

be translated to the presence of non-CC dominant precipitation such as drop breakup,

evaporation, and size-sorting. This is likely due to the presence of mean 850-200 hPa

vertical wind shear exceeding 25-30 knots poleward of 20oS, which is known to result

in TC asymmetries.

Future work should investigate how vertical slopes of KuPR vary with TC intensity

to determine the extent of CC versus non-CC processes in storms of different mag-
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nitude. Further, additional work should determine how precipitation processes vary

with storm motion and 850-200 hPa shear magnitude, as these variables are known to

influence TC structure and eyewall asymmetries (e.g., DeMaria et al. 2001). One ad-

ditional factor that should be investigated is the seasonal influence on TC structure.

This is because large-scale environmental factors such as 850-200 hPa wind shear and

tropospheric moisture are known to vary interseasonally (e.g., Gray 1968; DeMaria

et al. 2001) as the jet stream and associated vertical wind shear translates poleward

during the onset of the TC season, and equatorward towards the end of the period

favorable for tropical cyclogenesis.
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Figure 29: Histograms of time differences between each GPM DPR overpass and the

IBTrACS storm center point for cases with wind shear data available (Fig. 29a) and

without wind shear data available (Fig. 29b). Only cases where the difference was

< 0.5 hours were retained in this analysis.
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Figure 30: Tropical cyclone locations corresponding to each GPM DPR overpass from

2014-2020. Only overpass match ups between 45oS and 45oN were obtained. Points

over land were also omitted.
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Figure 31: Seasonal composites of mean boreal winter (DJF) total integrated water

vapor from 2014-2020 (a), and mean boreal summer (JJA) total integrated water

vapor from 2014-2020 (b).
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Figure 32: Seasonal composites of mean boreal winter (DJF) 850-200 mb vertical

wind shear from 2014-2020 (a), and mean boreal summer (JJA) 850-200 mb vertical

wind shear from 2014-2020 (b).
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Figure 33: Probability density functions (PDFs) of vertical slopes of attenuation-

corrected KuPR in the liquid phase in the eyewall (Fig. 33a) and in the inner core

(Fig. 33b), PDFs of vertical slopes of uncorrected KuPR in the liquid phase in the

eyewall (Fig. 33c) and in the inner core (Fig. 33d) across all 6 TC ocean basins.
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Figure 34: Probability density functions (PDFs) of vertical slopes of attenuation-

corrected KuPR in the ice phase in the eyewall (Fig. 34a) and in the inner core (Fig.

34b), PDFs of vertical slopes of uncorrected KuPR in the ice phase in the eyewall

(Fig. 34c) and in the inner core (Fig. 34d) across all 6 TC ocean basins.
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Figure 35: Probability density functions (PDFs) of vertical slopes of attenuation-

corrected KuPR in the liquid phase for each shear-relative quadrant across each TC

basin that the DPR sampled the eyewall region.
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Figure 36: Probability density functions (PDFs) of vertical slopes of attenuation-

corrected KuPR in the liquid phase for each shear-relative quadrant across each TC

basin that the DPR sampled the inner core region.
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Figure 37: Probability density functions (PDFs) of vertical slopes of attenuation-

corrected KuPR in the ice phase for each shear-relative quadrant across each TC

basin that the DPR sampled the eyewall region.
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Figure 38: Probability density functions (PDFs) of vertical slopes of attenuation-

corrected KuPR in the ice phase for each shear-relative quadrant across each TC

basin that the DPR sampled the inner core region.
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Figure 39: Probability density functions (PDFs) of echo top heights for each shear-

relative quadrant across each TC basin that the DPR sampled the inner core region.
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Figure 40: Probability density functions (PDFs) of echo top heights for each shear-

relative quadrant across each TC basin that the DPR sampled the eyewall region.
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Figure 41: Near-surface attenuation corrected KuPR (Fig. 41a), echo top heights

(km) (Fig. 41b), vertical slope of KuPR in the liquid phase (Fig. 41c), and vertical

slope of KuPR in the ice phase (Fig. 41d).
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Figure 42: Near-surface attenuation corrected KuPR for a TC with a compact eyewall

and inner core region (Fig. 42a) and a TC with a broad eyewall and inner core region

(Fig. 42b). The SHIPS 850-200 hPa shear vector is denoted by the arrow whereas

the IBTrACS storm center is illustrated by the black dot.

Table 2: Cases for each type of analysis in each TC ocean basin

Region ATL ECPAC SPAC NWPAC NIND SIND Total

Shear Cases 3 11 4 6 0 4 28

Annulus Cases 3 2 5 11 2 8 31
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5 Conclusions

5.1 Summary

This dissertation has investigated precipitation microphysics in TCs using polarimet-

ric ground radar observations, space-borne radar retrievals from the NASA GPM

DPR, and disdrometer data. Specifically, vertical slopes of KuPR from the GPM

DPR, ZH , and ZDR to quantify CC and non-CC processes (i.e. drop breakup, size-

sorting, and evaporation) in the liquid phase and processes leading to ice crystal

growth (i.e. riming and aggregation) in the solid phase. 4 hypotheses served as the

basis for Chapters 2-4 and are summarized as follows.

Chapter 2 hypothesized that TC precipitation characteristics (i.e. CC and/or

a balance between CC and drop breakup) would be maintained as Tropical Storm

Bill (2015) tracked inland over anomalously moist soils, which served to increase

latent heat fluxes and contribute to an increasingly moist boundary layer, result-

ing in a deeper warm cloud depth and more opportunity for warm rain processes

to be maintained inland from the landfall point. As Bill progressed north and east

over Oklahoma, Missouri and Kentucky, there were two instances of tropical cyclone

maintenance and re-intensification (TCMI) that exhibited radar signatures associ-

ated with CC or a balance between CC and drop breakup. Further, an analysis of

potential vorticity, potential temperature, and vertical velocity demonstrated that

Bill maintained warm core signatures during both TCMI events.
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Chapter 3 compared ground radar observations from the OU SR1-P, the GPM

DPR, and disdrometer retrievals in Hurricane Laura (2020) to quantify and compare

PSD moments and associated precipitation processes across all observational plat-

forms. The primary hypothesis surrounding this study is that precipitation processes

would vary from pre-landfall to post-landfall, and that differences in PSD values and

inferred precipitation processes would exist between each retrieval method. Retrievals

of cloud properties from the DPR showed a decrease in the frequency of CC processes

from pre-landfall to post-landfall and an increase in stratiform precipitation as Laura

progressed inland with an overall weakening in convection and lower mean echo top

heights. There were also differences between the disdrometer retrievals and PSD mo-

ments extracted by the GPM DPR, allowing for a potential opportunity to apply a

correction to the DPR algorithm in TCs.

To broaden the scope of our knowledge of precipitation microphysics in TCs,

Chapter 4 analyzed vertical profiles of KuPR and echo top heights from the GPM

DPR in TCs on a global scale. It was hypothesized that vertical slopes of KuPR

and inferred precipitation processes would vary by TC ocean basin, 850-200 hPa

shear-relative quadrant, and distance from the storm center due to global variability

in average vertical wind shear and tropospheric moisture. The key findings from

this study showed that a bimodal distribution of both negative and positive slopes

of KuPR exists across both the eyewall and inner core regions of TCs in all ocean

basins when shear-relative quadrants are not considered. This implies a mixture of
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processes in different regions of the storm leading to CC, drop breakup, evaporation,

and size-sorting. A similar analysis in the ice phase showed a similar bimodal trend,

with the distributions being skewed towards negative values indicating ice crystal

growth. In the shear-relative framework, the differences in modes between TC ocean

basins became more apparent with the left-of-shear portion of TCs exhibiting the

greatest frequency of negative modes implying CC or a balance between CC and

drop breakup. In the ice phase, the NWPAC and SIND basins showed the greatest

variance in slope, suggesting a mixture of processes leading to both ice crystal growth

and shrinkage in the inner core region of TCs. In the eyewall region, the SPAC basin

had the highest variance, particularly in the left-of-shear quadrants. A brief analysis

of echo top heights suggests that precipitating cloud tops can be as high as 20.0 km,

with the SPAC basin seeing the greatest heights in the DL, UL, and UR quadrants

in the eyewall.

5.2 Final Remarks and Future Work

As numerous landfalling TCs have resulted in catastrophic freshwater flooding lead-

ing to loss of life and property, it is important to keep improving our knowledge of

precipitation processes in these storms. This should be done in order to improve the

representation of microphysics in numerical simulations of TCs. By retrieving cloud

properties in which microphysics can be inferred, the results of this dissertation can

be used as a benchmark for validation and evaluation of PSD moments and precip-
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itation processes in TCs. A more accurate depiction of precipitation structure and

microphysics in TCs will allow for more accurate quantitative precipitation forecasts

which can be translated to warning operations and water resource management.

Future work can use a similar technique of using vertical slopes of radar variables

for quantifying precipitation processes in other impactful weather phenomena such as

winter storms and mid-latitude convection to improve representation of microphysics

in these events. Further, additional radar platforms such as CloudSat (W-band)

can be incorporated into these analyses to provide a more robust quantification of

precipitation structure in different cloud systems.
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